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LPREFACE
Software metrics quantify vanous structural aspects of programs based on
abstractions of programs (e.g., control flow graph, token classification, or data dependency
graph). Dynamic or execution-dependent measures of programs include number of errors
encountered, time/space required for execution, and program symbol table size. There have
been several studies investigating possible relationships between structural software metrics
and dynamic measurements of programs. This study examines the relationship between the
volume ofa program as a static metric defined in Software Science and the program's symbol
table size as a dynamic measure of its behavior. Various static measures relating to the size
ofa program were collected using three publicly available tools: HALSTEAD, :METRE, and
MY VOL. The symbol table size was measured using two routines: ST SIZE1 and
ST SIZE2.
The results of this empirical investigation (using a collection of 100 assorted
programs) indicate a strong, positive correlation between Halstead's volume metric values
and dynamic symbol table sizes among string processing, numeric, and motif programs. This
is consistent with the general observation that as program size increases (with the increase in
the number ofoperators and operands), the number of symbols in the symbol table increases
also. High correlation coefficients (values greater than 0.5) between volume metric and
symbol table size for string processing, numeric, and motif programs provide anecdotal
evidence for the general observation above. Because of the differences in the variations of
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symbol table size with the variations of volume metric among different classes of programs,
the same result was not observed for the general class of programs (i.e., all programs under
study). There seems to be little or no correlation between Halstead's volume metric values
and the symbol table sizes for the general class of programs. Among other correlations
considered in this study, the correlation between operand volume and symbol table size was
more prominent than the correlation between operator volume and symbol table size for string
processing programs. For motif programs, the correlation between operator volume and
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The bulk of software documents and the complexity of processes that make up
modern-day software projects demand a structured design and planning much before the
coding phase. Applying software engineering principles and practices has become a necessity
for efficient testing, development, and maintenance of software projects.
Software metrics as a sub-field of software engineering is concerned with defining and
validating measurable values that correspond to the abstract structural characteristics of
programs. Measurements of various aspects of software give a quantitative picture of the
quality and quantity of the software products delivered. Size of a program is an important
software metric for quantitative analysis of computer programs. There are a number of ways
of defining the size of a program. The number of lines of executable code and volume
[Halstead 77a] are two such metrics. The volume metric, chosen to characterize the size
property of a program, is independent of the character set of a program [Halstead 77a].
Dynamic measures, which generally refer to the compile time or execution time
measures, are indicators of the process of program development or the behavior of programs
after the coding phase is completed. They include the number of changes made or errors
2encountered, the time/space required to execute programs, and program symbol table sizes.
As a compiler translates a program in a high-level programming language into a low-level
language, various dynamic measures can be obtained as by-products, e.g., the number of
errors encountered or the symbol table size.
Though there have been some studies correlating static and dynamic measures [Moll
and Samadzadeh 89] [Shaw et al. 89] [Koskimies and Paakki 87) [Plattner and Nievergelt
81], the relationship between the volume metric and the symbol table size had not been
addressed in the open literature. This study aims to build a hypothesis correlating the static
volume measure ofa program with its symbol table size as one dynamic measure of program
behavior. The major areas identified for this study include Halstead's software science
metrics for the volume metric and symbol table implementation for dynamic measurements.
This thesis report discusses each ofthese areas. Chapter 2 discusses software metrics and the
volume metric in particular. Chapter 3 describes the purpose and implementation of symbol
tables. Chapter 4 gives the experimentation details. Chapter 5 explains the analysis of the
measurements. Summary and future work are discussed in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER II
SOFTWARE 1'v1ETRlCS
Software metrics may be defined as indicators of software products or the software
development process that provide feedback to developers and maintainers, giving them some
control over projects. They are used for measuring abstract structural characteristics of
software in general.
Metrics most often used in software evaluation are lines of code, Halstead's software
science metrics (Halstead 77a], McCabe's complexity [McCabe 76], and Albrecht's function
point metric [Albrecht 79]. Other metrics include the knot count metric [Woodward et al.
79], amount of data [Conte et al. 86], variable spans [Dunsmore and Gannon 79], nesting
levels [Zweben and Fung 79], interconnectivity [Kafura and Henry 81], and the residual
complexity metric [Samadzadeh and Edwards 88].
Software metrics can be classified in different ways. A classification offered by Perlis
et al. [Perlis et al. 81 J categorizes metrics as human performance metrics and program
performance metrics. Human performance metrics deal with the development phase of the
software, whereas program performance metrics deal with the application phase of the
software. Conte et a1. [Conte et al. 86] categorized metrics as either process or product
3
4metrics, depending on whether they measure the development process and environment or
the software product, respectively. A classification offered by Basili and Hutchens [Basili and
Hutchens 83] is identified to be most suitable for this study. They divided software metrics
into static and dynamic classes. Static measures are concerned with measurements relating
to software during the coding phase. They are collected by performing static analysis on the
source code. Dynamic measures are concerned with measurements relating to software
products released after the coding phase. They are cotlected at run time or compile time.
Subsection 2. 1 below deals with the size metrics including the volume metric (one of
Halstead's software science metrics), which fall into the static metrics class. Various dynamic
measures are presented in Subsection 2.2.
2.1 Size Metrics
One of the important concerns of software metrics is measurement of various aspects
of the static size of a software product. Size metrics can be regarded as a subcategory of
static metrics, which are generally based on the surface structural properties of a software
product such as data organization, size, and control organization. Specifi.cally, size metrlcs
deal with a measure of the size ofa software product (e.g., number oflines of code, number
offunctions, or number of tokens). Halstead [Halstead 77a] proposed a comprehensive set
of software metrics that can be mostly classified as size metrics.
There are many models described in the literature to measure software size or bulk
[Wolverton 74] [McCabe 76] [Halstead 77a] [Albrecht 79]. However, a perfect estimation
for size is difficult to derive. Any derived metric will be less reliable when the environment
5for which it is designed changes [Verner and Tate 92). Conte et at. summarized this
uncertainty in the size metric as follows [Conte et al. 86].
Expert sizing depends on so many subjective factors that different 'experts'
can arrive at radically different estimates. This underscores the need for more
objectivity based sizing techniques.
The lines of code metric and Halstead's volume metric were selected to be used as
size metrics for this study. The lines of code metric is still one of the most widely used
rnetrics in the software engineering community. Software science metrics are commonly used
for evaluating software complexity in terms of size. Although the theoretical validations of
these metrics have been somewhat disputed in the literature, they are chosen for this study
because of the large amount of independently collected empirical data supporting them.
2.1.1 Lines of Code Metric
Although lines of code metric is used frequently m the software engmeenng
community, there is no universally accepted definition for it. Lines of code may be defined
in simple terms as the physical number of lines of source code. Lines of code is not
considered to be an attribute of software quality [Ejiogu 91], because it generally favors
bulkiness over quality. However, since no other metric has gained comparable acceptance
as an indicator of size, the lines of code metric continues to be used as a base measure of
software size and as a comparative basis for validating other software metrics.
2.1.2 Software Science Metrics
Software science metrics [Halstead 77a] are used to measure various aspects of a
program including its bulk in terms of basic token counts. They are based on the contention
that "an algorithm consists of operators and operands, and nothing else" [Halstead 77a]. The
6rest ofthis subsection contains some of the software science definitions from the three main
references [Conte et aL 86J [Halstead 77a] [Moll and Samadzadeh 89].
The four basic software science metrics are listed below.
n\ number of unique operators
n2 number of unique operands
N l total number of operators
N2 total number of operands
Vocabulary size, n, of a program is defined as follows.
Program length, N, is the total number of operators plus the total number of operands.
Program volume, V, is defined as a function of length and vocabulary size.
2.1.2.1 Volume Metric The volume of a program, as defined above, can be interpreted as
"the fewest number ofbinary digits or bits with which it could be represented" [Halstead 77a]
in a unifonn encoding of the program tokens. As such, the estimated volume of a program
using Halstead's volume metric calculation is essentially independent of the number of
characters (i.e., token identifiers including variable names) in the program. Program volume,
V, can be defined in terms of the four basic Halstead metric counts as follows.
2.2 Dynamic Measures
Dynamic measures are measurements of the behavior of programs at compile
7time/run-time. They include the number of errors encountered, execution time, memory used
during execution, and number of statements executed [Moll and Samadzadeh 89]. Symbol
table size during execution can also be included with the above. A brief description of these
measures is given below.
1. The number of errors encountered is the number of syntactic errors and semantic errors
detected/corrected through compilation and re-execution.
2. Execution time is the amount of CPU time a program takes to process its input and run
to completion, either normally or abnormally.
3. Memory used during execution is the amount of memory a program occupies while
executing. This memory space includes the program segment, the data segment, and the stack
segment.
4. The number of statements executed is the number of source statements executed, which
obviously depends on each specific input to a program.
S. Symbol table size during execution is the size of the symbol table of a program whjle
executing. Measures include various counts associated with the symbol table. Chapter 3 deals
with symbol tables in some detail.
This study is concerned with measurements of symbol table size at compile time.
CHAPTER III
SYrvlBOL TABLE
A symbol table can be viewed as a data structure associating a set of identifiers with
their attributes [Pittman and Peters 92]. It stores the information relating to tokens, which
is used by the syntax analyzer as well as the code generator. This information in the symbol
table is stored and accessed continually at compile time. A typical symbol table representation
is given in TABLE 1 [Tremblay and Sorenson 85]. It consists of the name, dimension, and
other attributes of tokens generated by a lexical analyzer.
TABLE 1. A typical symbol table representation
Variable Address Type Dimension Line Declared Other Attributes
Company 0 2 1 2 11/11/
X3 4 1 0 3 111/1/
Form1 8 3 2 4 ////1/
B 48 1 0 5 /1////
Ans 52 1 0 5 111/1/
M 56 6 0 6 111/1/
First 64 1 0 7 /1/11/
Operations performed on a symbol table include inserting and finding token
information. When a variable is declared, its attributes are entered in the symbol table. These
8
9attributes are recalled when that variable is referenced in the source program [Aho et al. 86].
Various data structure organizations are implemented for efficient perfonnance of the
operations perfonned on a symbol table. Accordingly, symbol tables are classified into a
number ofdifferent types. The simplest classification [Tremblay and Sorenson 85] is to divide
symbol tables into unordered symbol tables and ordered symbol tables. In unordered symbol
tables, token information is inserted in the order in which the tokens are first encountered
during compilation. On the other hand, in ordered symbol tables, token infonnation is
inserted in the lexicographical order of variable names.
3.1 Symbol Table Implementations
Symbol tables can be implemented with different search strategies depending on
various attributes of the tokens. When the number of variables appearing in a program is
small, an unordered symbol table implementation with linear search is preferred. If the
number ofvariables in a program is large, an ordered symbol table implementation with binary
search strategy can be employed [Mak 91]. If the frequency of the insertion operation for
variables is large, a tree-structured symbol table performs better because of the relative ease
of handling insertions. If the availability of memory is not a problem, hash symbol table
implementation is considered to be the best implementation [Tremblay and Sorenson 85].
Two types of storage-allocation strategies are implemented with symbol tables, static
and dynamic [Aho et al. 86]. In static storage allocation, variable-length strings for
identifiers, and nested procedures and recursion are not allowed in the source code. Once
compiled, the symbol table size remains constant and does not vary during execution. The
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dynamic storage-allocation strategy does not impose any limit on the length of strings for
identifiers, and nested procedures and recursion are allowed in the source code. In dynamic
storage allocation, as the execution sequence enters a nested loop or as a recursive caB
occurs, a special data area is created over the existing stack of the symbol table. As such, the




This section describes the experiment conducted in investigating the relationship
between program volume and symbol table size. The framework employed consisted of
defining the purpose of the experiment, planning according to available resources,
acquiring/developing tools that aid in the implementation, conducting the experiment,
collecting data, and analyzing the results. The major purpose of this exploratory and
prototypical experiment can be stated in Pedis' words: "although an experiment does not
prove a hypothesis, it does allow for the rejection of competing alternative explanations of
a phenomenon" [pedis et aJ. 81]. As such, an experiment's results, say, may not necessarily
show that there is a positive (or negative) correlation between the volume and the symbol
table size, but they may aid in considering alternatives for measuring the program volume.
The following subsections describe the definition of the experiment, definitions of the metrics
used, tools and methods used to measure the volume metric and the symbol table size, the test
suite used for the experiment, and the data collection phase of the experiment.
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4. I Experiment Definition
The main thrust of the proposed study was to investigate the possibility of a
correlation between the static volume of a program and its symbol table size during execution.
The work done consisted of conducting an exploratory empirical study of a number of
programs from the perspective of volume and symbol table size, and finding a possible
correlation between the two measures.
4.2 Metrics Used in the Experiment
This subsection explains the static and dynamic metrics used in the experiment.
4.2.1 Static Measures
These measures were collected from the static source code of programs in the test
suite. In this experiment, a program is considered as a collection of modules that can be
compiled to produce an object file. A module is considered as an individual entity of a
program which can be compiled independently ofthe other entities. It may be any file with
a '.c' or a '.h' extension.
The static measures for a program are based on the following nine measures for each
module.
l.a nlm is the number of unique operators in a module.
2.a nZm is the number of unique operands in a module.
3.a I\n is the number of unique tokens in a module, which is the sum ofn1m and nZm
4.a N1m is the total number of operators in a module.
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5.a Nzm is the total number of operands in a module.
6.a Nm is the total number of tokens in a module, which is the sum ofN1m and N2m .
7.a Vm is volume of a module as defined below.
Vm = Nm 10giIlyJ
or
Vm = (Nlm + N2m) logz(nlm + nZJJ
8.a optrVmis operator volume of a module as defined below.
9.a opndVmis operand volume of a module as defined below.
Based on the module level measures defined above, the static measures for a program
with j modules can be defined as follows.
].b Number of unique operators in a program, modular_nl> is as defined below.
j I
modular_n, =L i=l nlm
2.b Number ofuDique operands in a program, modular_Dz, is as defined below.
modular_nz =L J
i=l
3.b Number of unique tokens in a program, modular_n, is as defined below.
modular_n = L J n,:
i=1
4.b Total number of operators in a program, modularN., is as defined below.
J 1
modularN j = L N.m
i=l





6.b Total number of tokens in a program, modularN, is as defined below.
modularN = L J
i=l
7.b Sum ofvolume ofmodules, modularV, is as defined below.
j 1
modularV = L VIn
i=1








10. Sum of operator volume of modules and operand volume of modules, modular_sumV,
is as defined below.
modular_sumV = modular_optrV + modular_opndV
11. Volume ofa program, V, is as defined below.
12. Operator volume ofa program, optrV, is as defined below.
13. Operand volume of a program, opndV, is as defined below.
14. Sum ofoperator volume and operand volume ofa program, sumV, is as defined below.
sumV = optrV + opndV
15. Lines Of Code measure, LOC, is the sum of the number of non-blank, non-commentary




Symbol table size is the only dynamic measure used in this experiment. This measure
is obtained after the compilation of the source code using 'cc' or 'gee' compilers. It is the
size of the symbol table in tenns of the number of symbol table entries as obtained by using
the two methods described in Subsection 4.3.2.
1. st-sizel indicates the symbol table size obtained by using the ST_SIZEl method.
2. st-size2 indicates the symbol table size obtained by using the ST_SIZE2 method.
4.3 Resources Used in the Experiment
The initial part ofthe experiment consisted of selecting appropriate tools to measure
volume metric and symbol table size. Various tools widely used in the software engineering
community to measure static and dynamic measures were studied and examined from the
point of view of their suitability to the experiment and their portability to the Sequent
Symmetry S/81 system, which was the platform for the experiment. Various DYNIX/ptx
utilities available on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 system in the Computer Science Department
at OSU, including various shell commands [Bourne 78] and profiling tools such as pro f ,
nm, and gprof were investigated to aid in obtaining quantitative information from symbol
tables. Various tools described in the literature for obtaining program profiles were also
investigated, including tools to collect run-time statistics based on execution profile
monitoring techniques presented by Bishop [Bishop 87] and Graham et a1. [Graham et a1. 83].
The tools and methods selected are described in the following subsections.
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4.3.1 Tools to Measure Volume Metric
The volume metric is an important software science metric. This measure is widely
used in the software engineering community for collecting information relating to the size of
software. Various tools (from vendors or on a shareware basis) are available for collecting
the volume metric. Two tools, HALSTEAD and METRE (both available at the archive sites
of comp. so ftware-eng), were used for this experiment.
Another tool, MY_VOL, was developed based on the HALSTEAD tool by making
a few changes in the parsing rules. There were two main differences between the selected
tools in the strategies employed for computing the volume metric. The first difference was
in the operator and operand classification. There is no general agreement in the software
engineering community on this classification [Shen et al. 83]. The second difference was in
the way the volume metric was computed for a program with more than one procedure in
each module. A few modifications were made to the software tools to include some more
static measures (as defined in Subsection 4.2.1). The following subsections describe each of
these three tools in some detail.
4.3. 1. 1 HALSTEAD This tool comes as part of the "Cmetrics" package available at the
archives of the usenet newsgroup comp. software-eng. HALSTEAD measures various
software metrics of an input program written in the C programming language. The outline
of the algorithm for this tool is as follows.




4. Break input into tokens.
5. Count total number of tokens as token count.
6. Count unique tokens as vocabulary size.
7. Calculate volume = (token count) 10g2(vocabulary size).
The lex specification for this tool and the modified shell script is given in Appendix
E. This tool is simple to use and is portable to the Sequent Symmetry S/8) machine.
4.3.1.2 METRE V 2.3 This tool is copyrighted to Paul Long, and is available at the archives
ofthe usenet newsgroup comp. software-eng. It uses a standard C (ANSI/ISO) parser
whose behavior is determined by a set of rules. It measures various software metrics such as
Function Points, McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity, LOC, and Halstead's metrics (including
the volume metric) for preprocessed C programs. A korn shell program was written to
preprocess the C modules, and then the METRE tool was executed on each preprocessed
module. A few modifications were made to this tool to compute various other measures (as
described in Subsection 4.2.1) useful in the study.
4.3.1.3 MY VOL This tool was developed by the author based on the HALSTEAD tool.
The main modification being the change in the lex specification. It uses a standard C
(ANSI/ISO) parser. The lex specification and the shell script for this tool are given in
Appendix F.
4.3.2 Methods Used to Measure Symbol Table Size
The symbol table size was measured as the number of symbol table entries. Two
methods to measure the symbol table size were developed. They are based on the utilities
available on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine in the Computer Science Department at
18
OSu. These two methods are described in the following subsections.
4.3.2.1 ST SIZEI This method uses the information about the symbol table stored in the file
header structure (struct filehdr) of any machine code executable file that follows the COFF
(Common Object File Fonnat) structure definition. A COFF file's basic structure is given in
Figure I [O'Reilly 88]. The file header structure is given in Figure 2.
A routine was developed which extracts the number of symbol table entries (Cnsyms)
from the file header section of the input file which follows the COFF structure definition.
This routine is listed in Appendix G.
4.3.2.2 ST SIZE2 This method was developed using the 'run' utility available on the
Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine. The 'om' utility dumps the symbol table of each common
object file given as input. Then number of symbol table entries was calculated using the
following two commands.
nm -hfT <file> <temp>
we -1 <temp>
The first command dumps the symbol table of <file> in <temp>. The '-h' option suppresses
the output header. The'-f option produces full output without suppressing any symbols that
are normally suppressed. The' -T' option truncates the names of symbols so that only one
symbol per line is printed. The second command counts the number oflines in the <temp>
file which is the number of symbol table entries.
A korn shell routine was written to compute the symbol table size for group of files








Section 1 relocation info.
Section n relocation info.
Section 1 line number info.
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/* magic number */
/* number of sections */
/* time & date stamp */
/* file pointer to symtab */
/* number of symtab entries */
/* size of (optional hdr) */
/* flags * /
Figure 2. File header (struct filehdr) structure declaration in filehdr.h
4.3.3 CSIZE
This tool was developed by Christopher Lott to measure the size of C source code.
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It is available at the archives of the usenet newsgroup camp. software-eng
(ftp. quci s . queensu . ca). It gives as output the total number of lines, blank lines, lines
with comments, non-blank and non-comment lines, semicolons, and preprocessor directives
of C source code. The Lines Of Code metric, LOC, was computed as the number of non-
blank, non-comment lines as given by this tool.
4.4 Test Suite
The test suite for this experiment mainly consisted of the programs available on the
Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine in the Computer Science Department at OSu. The
'I contr ib' and 'lusT I local' directories contain a collection of standard and non-
standard programs, utilities, and games contributed to the system by its users. These
programs vary in size from a few hundred lines of code to thousands of lines of code, and
represent various fields of Computer Science. Programs taken from the public domain of
various ftp sites were also used in the test suite. Motif programs from ftp. uu. net were
also included in the test suite. Other programs in the test suite included a few programs
written by the author in the Computer Networks class (COMSC 4283). The number of
programs obtained from each source is given in TABLE 2.
Since the programs in the test suite were taken from various sources, the test suite can
be assumed to be a first approximation to a reasonably representative sample of correct and
production quality application programs. A few minor modifications were made to these
programs to be able to compile them with the 'ec' and 'gee' compilers available on the
Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine. The modifications were restricted to the makefiles that
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came along with the source codes of the programs. No modifications were made to the
source codes of the programs. TABLE 3 gives a classification of the programs based on
various programming fields and the number of programs of each type. The source of the
programs in the test suite and a brief description of each program is given in Appendix B.
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This section describes the data collection phase of the experiment. Data for analysis
was collected on the Sequent Symmetry S/8] machine in the Computer Science Department
at OSU using the tools described in Subsection 4.3. The data collection phase was divided
into two subphases, data collection for static measures and data collection for dynamic
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measures as decribed in the following two paragraphs.
The static measures, defined in Subsection 4.2.1, were obtained using the three tools
described in Subsection 4.3.1. Actually, a korn shell script was written to apply the three
tools to each program in the test suite and produce the output in a format suitable for analysis
using the 0icrosoft_ E_~cel_5.0 statist~~l package.
The programs in the test suite were individually compiled on the Sequent Symmetry
S/81 machine. As these programs had been collected from different sources, each program
had to be compiled individually by making the necessary changes to the corresponding
makeftles. The changes made in the makefiles include deleting the' -s' flag for the loader,
which removes the symbol table structure from the object file, adding the '-0' flag for the
compiler for optimization, and other changes pertaining particularly to the DYNIX/ptx
operating system on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine. All the compilations were made
using 'cc', the ANSI C compiler, or 'gee', the GNU C compiler. These compilations
produced an executable object file from which the symbol table size in terms of the number
of symbol table entries was extracted by using the methods described in Subsection 4.3.2.
•CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF MEASURE.MENTS
The data collected on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine was analyzed using the
Microsoft Excel 5.0 statistical package. Detailed correlation analysis was carried out for each
pair ofmeasures for possible relationships between them. Significance levels were obtained
by referring to the table for critical values for the product-moment correlation coefficient
[Conte et al 86].
The two primary sets of data examined were dynamic symbol table size and static
volume metric. As stated in earlier chapters, two methods were used to measure the symbol
table size (Subsection 4.3.2) and four tools were used to measure various static measures
relating to the volume metric (Subsection 4.3.1). As the first step in the analysis, scatter
diagrams were used to approximate the relationship beMeen the two sets of measures. Those
diagrams suggested a generally nearly linear relationship between the two sets.
The data in the two sets were examined to see if they satisfied the parametric tests
[Conte et al. 86]. The observations were independent, had nearly the same standard
deviation, and were at least on the interval scale. They were assumed to have been drawn
from a normally distributed population as the values of skewness and kurtosis for the
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observations were almost the same as those for the normal distribution.
Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to see if the values obtained
by using the two methods to compute the symbol table size correlated well with each other.
As expected, a positive correlation coefficient of 0.9981 was obtained between the two
measures. This value is significant at the 0.01 level of significance for 100 observations. This
indicates that one measure varies at the same rate as the other. The correlation coefficients
are listed in TABLE 4.
TABLE 4. Correlations between symbol table sizes as




Similarly, Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to check for
variation in the values obtained by using the three tools to compute static metrics (as defined
in Subsection 4.2.1). Though the measures from each tool were different, the correlation
analysis yielded a strong, positive correlation coefficient between each pair. These values are
significant at o.a1 level of significance. This shows that there is little variation in the values
obtained by the three tools. The correlation coefficients between the values obtained for
modularV by the three tools are listed in TABLE 5.
TABLE 5. Correlations between modularV values obtained by using the
three tools HALSTEAD, :METRE, and MY VOL
HALSTEAD METRE MY VOL
HALSTEAD 1.0000
METRE 0.9819 1.0000
MY=VOL 0.9997 0.9816 1.0000
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The output of the correlation analysis made for the static and dynamic measures
collected for all the programs in the test suite is listed in Appendix C. The Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients obtained were not significant at 0.05 level of significance for
any pair of measurements of concern. These results prompted for a classification of programs
based on programming field or application area, i.e., string processing network, numeric,
graphics, and Motif programs. The following subsections explore the results obtained from
correlation analysis for each class (or application area) of the programs in the test suite.
5. 1 String Processing Programs
The two sets of data, i.e., static and dynamic measures, obtained for this class of
programs were found to be parametric. Various statistical measures for the static and
dynamic observations, which were obtained by using the six different software tools (see
Subsection 4.3) for the string processing programs, are listed in TABLE 6.
The scatter diagram suggested a linear relationship between the two sets of data. As
such, Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to assess the strength of the
linear relationship between the two sets of measures. A positive correlation coefficient of
more than 0.5 was observed between st-size I and all the static measures obtained by using
the HALSTEAD tool. All the observations made were found to be significant at the 0.01
level of significance. The highest correlation coefficient of 0.5951 was observed between
modular_n2 and st-size1. The correlation coefficient between program volume, V, and st-
size 1 was 0.5249, indicating that there is a positive correlation between program volume
obtained by using the HALSTEAD tool and the symbol table size obtained by using
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ST_SIZE1 for the class of programs that fall under string processing programs. The plot of
loglO(st-size]) vs. ]ogJO(V) is shown in Figure 3. High correlation coefficients of 0.5111,
0.5065, and 0.5238 were also observed for modularV, modular_sumV, and sumV with st-
sizel, respectively. Similarly, positive correlations were observed between st-size2 and all
the static measures obtained by using the HALSTEAD tool. The correlation coefficients are
listed in TABLE 7.
TABLE 6. Statistical measures for static and dynamic metrics for
h 29 ht e stnng processmg programs In t e test sUite
'I
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD
modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n, modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 32 40 145 91 1456 1209 725 484 1456 1209 725 484
Maximum 1696 5661 31440 23301 427183 337901 173270 168418 67<1036 603466 312976 290490
Mean 315.55 1184.86 8762.07 6291.21 119737.21 95415.10 47206.7948207.83170033.69147543.41 784268669116.62
Median 153 675 5051 3401 66209 54168 27725 26076 83950 69904 37588 32316
Standard 365.67 1368.83 9615.46 7093.27 135246.44 107544.71 52252.61 55516.53205325.98 180469.25 95616.63 85114.57Deviation
Kurtosis 6.25 3.25 0.28 0.27 0.13 0.10 0.25 0.11 0.75 0.86 0.9'2 0.89
Skewness 2.21 1.82 1.19 1.19 1.17 1.16 1.18 1.17 1.36 1.38 1.40 1.39
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using METRE
modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV lIumV opndV
modular n, modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 22 32 81 61 817 666 361 305 817 666 361 305
Maximum 4100 6633 27953 17311 271347 216146 123720 92411 606074 555246 335475 219771
Mean 765.521296.59 6813.83 4593.66 72079.59 56922.17 3048721 26436.14 134680.21 121436.59 70256.55 51180.10
Median 253 456 3063 2180 32675 26192 14035 12160 49901 44108 23688 19256
Standard 1067.49 1711.99 7909.355215.36 80463.80 6323477 34303.85 29110.55 171136.88 156569.26 92473.70 64271.71Deviation
Kurtosis 302 3.23 0.94 0.34 0.18 0.13 0.59 -0.19 1.43 151 1.85 1.07
Skewness 1.87 1.91 1.33 1.18 1.13 1.11 1.20 1.04 1.48 1.50 1.58 1.40
Statistical measures for dynamic measures and static measures
obtained by us.ing MY_VOL and CSIZE
modular n modularN modularV V LOC st-sltel st-slte2
Minimum 73 237 1467 1002 51 781 441
Maximum 7355 53759 418341 690508 11769 1'0305 5634
Mean 1502.10 15117.31 120138.69 170590.28 2846.66 3272.48 1828.10
Median 807 8290 66103 81006 1430 2285 1260
Standard 1720.74Deviation 16792.37 135894.91 206959.59 3178.10 2586.35 1414.45
Kurtosis 3.83 0.21 0.10 0.77 1.27 1.03 1.07
Skewness 1.89 1.17 1.16 1.35 1.41 1.22 1.23
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Other observations made from the correlation analysis of string processing programs
for static measures, obtained by using HALSTEAD, and dynamic measures were:
1. Correlations between the number ofunique operands, modular_n2, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5951 and 0.6000, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the number of unique operators, modular_nj, vs. st-size) and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5119 and 0.5189, respectively).
2. Correlations between the total number of operands, modularN2, vs. st-sizel and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5279 and 0.5341, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the total number of operators, modularN[, vs. st-size) and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5002 and 0.5064, respectively).
3. Correlations between the sum of operand volumes of modules, modular_opndV, vs. st-
sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.5305 and 0.5362) were more prominent than
the correlations between the sum of operator volumes of modules, modular_optrV, vs. st-
sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.4788 and 0.4857, respectively).
4. Correlations between the operand volume of a program, opndV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5427 and 0.5485, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the operator volume of a program, optrV, vs. st-sizel and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of O. 505 5 and 0.5121, respectively).
5. Program volume, V, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.5309) than
with st-size 1 (correlation coefficient of O. 5249).
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Figure 3. Plot of10gJO(st-size]) vs. 10gJO(V) for the string processing
programs
TABLE 7. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by using
HALSTEAD and CSIZE for the string processing programs
51-size2 modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV





















0.5951 0.6000 09651 1.0000
0.5002 05064 08701 0.9415 1.0000
05279 0.5341 08947 0.9561 0.9936 1 0000
0.51110.51700.8491093220.99730.9932 1.0000
0.506505128085340.9342 0.9977 09943 0.9998 1.0000
0.4788 0.4857 0.8447 0.9256 0.9983 0.9881 0.9975 0.9978
0.5305 0.5362 0.8582 0.9385 0.9931 0.9960 0.9980 0.9980
0.5249 0.5309 0.9014 0.9646 0.9953 09965 0.9921 0.9930
0.52380.5300 0.9101 0.9684 09933 09958 0.9890 09902
0.50550.5121 0.90670.9640 0.9943 0.9917 0.9876 0.9888
0.5427054850.91120.97040989109973 0.9876 0.9888






















0.9852 0.9835 0.9840 1 0000
Correlation coefficients observed for st-size I and static measures obtained by using
the METRE tool were also positive but, less than 0.5000 at the 0.05 level of significance.
The highest correlation coefficient was observed between modular_opndV and st-size 1, with
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the actual value being 0.4365. The lowest coefficient was observed between modular_n l and
st-size1. Program volume, V, correlated well with st-size I, the correlation coefficient being
0.4117. This indicates the positive correlation between the volume metric value obtained by
using METRE and the symbol table size obtained by using ST_SIZEl. The values of
modularV, modular_sumV, and sumV also correlated well with st-size1, the correlation
coefficients being 0.4165, 0.4023, and 0.4083, respectively. Similar correlations were
observed between st-size2 and all the static measures obtained by using the METRE tool.
The correlations are listed in TABLE 8.
Other significant observations made from the correlation analysis of string processing
programs for static measures obtained by using METRE and dynamic measures were:
1. Correlations between the total number of operands, modularN2, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.4277 and 0.4349, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the total number of operators, modularNJ, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.4066 and 0.4142, respectively).
2. Correlations between the sum of the operand volumes ofmodules, modular_opndV, vs.
st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.4365 and 0.4415) were more prominent
than the correlations between the sum of the operator volumes of modules, modular_optrV,
vs. st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.3712 and 0.3788, respectively).
3. Correlations between the operand volume ofa program, opndV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.4275 and 0.4346, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the operator volume of a program, optrV, vs. st-sizel and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.3941 and 0.4023, respectively).
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4. Program volume, V, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.4192) than
with st-size1 (correlation coefficient of 0.4117).
Strong, positive correlations were also observed between st-sizel, st-size2, vs. static
measures obtained by using MY_VOL at the 0.01 level of significance. The highest
correlation coefficient was observed between modular_n and st-size2, the value being 0.5835.
Both modularV and V correlated weJl with st-sizel and st-size2. The correlation coefficients
are listed in TABLE 9.
Other significant observations made from the correlation analysis of string processing
programs for static measures obtained by using MY_VOL and dynamic measures were:
1. Correlations between the sum ofthe number ofunique operators and the number of unique
operands, modular_n, vs. st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation coeffi.cients of 0.5782 and 0.5835,
respectively) were more prominent than the correlations between the sum ofthe number of
operators and the number of operands, modularN, vs. st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation
coeffLcients of O. 5152 and 0.5214, respectively).
2, Correlations between the program volume, V, vs. st-size] and st-size2 (correlation
coefficients of 0.5283 and 0.5344, respectively) were more prominent than the correlations
between the sum of volumes of modules, modularV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation
coefficients of O. 5143 and 0.5202, respectively).
The LOC metric correlated well with both st-sizel and st-size2, correlation
coefficients being 0.5410 and 0.5462 respectively (significance level of 0.01). As expected,
the LOC metric correlated well with all the static measures obtained by using the three tools,
the correlation coefficients being greater than 0,9000 (significance level of 0.01).
TABLE 8.
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Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by using
METRE and CSIZE for the string processing programs
st-slze2 modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV
























0.40660.4142 0.9597 0.9779 1.0000
0.4277 0.4349 0.9430 0.9666 0.9971 1.0000
041650.42260.92270.95290.99320.9960 1.0000
04023 0.4087 09212 0.9505 0.9923 0.9952 09996
0.3712 0.3788 0.9364 0.9599 09950 0.9936 0.9964
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0.41170.41920.9695 0.98690.998309941 0.9873
0.408304161 09726 0.9683 0.9977 0.9929 09852
0.3941 0.4023 0.9794 0.9910 0.9957 0.9880 0.9795
0.42750.4346 0.9600 0.9817 0.9978 0.9972 09906
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VOL and CSIZE for the string processing programs
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For this class of programs, correlation coefficients around 0.2500 were observed
between st-sizel, st-size2, and all the static measures obtained by using the HALSTEAD tool.
The highest correlation coefficient was observed between modular_nI and st-size2, the value
being 0.8444 (significance level of 0.01) Other coefficients were not found to be significant
even at the 0.05 level of significance. Correlation coefficients of 0.1 026, 0.1115, 0.2735, and
0.3163 were observed between st sizel vs. modularV, modular sumV, V, and sumV,
- -
respectively, the correlation coefficient between sumV and st-size 1 being the highest. Similar
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insignificant correlations were observed between st-size2 vs. modularV, modular_sumV, V,
and sumV, with the highest correlation coefficient of 0.3360 between modular sumV and st-
size2. Various statistical measures for static and dynamic measures for the network programs
are given in TABLE 1O. TABLE 11 shows the correlation coefficients for static measures
obtained by using the HALSTEAD toot
Static measures obtained by using :tvfETRE also did not correlate well with st-size1
or st-size2, the exception being modular_n l . The highest correlation coefficient of 0.7683
(level of significance being 0.01) was observed between st-size2 and modular_n(. Correlation
coefficients between st-sizel vs. modularV, modular_sumV, V, and sumV were 0.0968,
0.0915,0.3115, and 0.3506, respectively. These values were insignificant even at the 0.05
level of significance. Similar coefficients existed for st-size2 vs. other measures. These
results are listed in TABLE 12.
For the network programs only modular_n) (number of operators) correlated well
(significance level of 0.01) with the symbol table size measures. These insignificant
correlations between the static volume metric measures (modularV, modular_sumV, V, and
sumV) and the dynamic measurements indicate that the symbol table size does not vary with
the volume metric for network programs. However, this result should be taken with caution
because ofthe small sample size involved. The Pearson product-moment correlation analysis
may not be applicable for this data. The standard deviation values for both the static and
dynamic measures were of the same magnitude but the kurtosis value suggested that the
distribution of the dynamic measures was more peaked than that of the static measures.
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TABLE 10. Statistical measures for static and dynamic metfics
Ii h 13 k hor t e networ programs m t e test sUite
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD
modular_nz modularNz modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n, modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 18 34 131 86 1237 984 546 438 1237 984 546 438
Maximum 56 117 402 243 3951 3155 1807 1348 4795 4004 2335 1669
Mean 28.00 58.38 228.69 143.54 2327.54 1866.31 1048.92 817.38 2418.15 1957.n 1106.08 851.77
Median 23 55 212 128 2024 1608 951 716 2216 1741 951 743
Standard 11.17 21.39 81.81 49.36 888.47 714.57 401.10 316.19 1027.45 858,51 497.80 364.39Deviation
Kurtosis 2.63 4.34 -012 -0.47 -1.06 -1.08 -0.88 -1.29 0.84 1.27 1.85 0.47
Skewness 1.78 1.75 0.68 0.68 0.48 0.48 0.50 0.47 0.98 1.09 1.20 0.94
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using METRE
modular_nz modularN1 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n, modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 12 30 86 69 846 666 327 339 846 666 327 339
Maximum 39 105 271 197 2736 2133 1079 1054 3356 2755 1432 1323
Mean 19.38 51.31 155.46 116.31 1599.31 1248.54 617.38 631.23 1688.00 1339.23 670.69 668,54
Median 16 46 140 110 1330 1023 534 507 1471 1126 534 608
Standard 8,36 20.08 56.38 40.05 627.09 494.30 249.14 247,09 740.95 614.20 324.24 292.64Deviation
Kurtosis 1.23 3,64 -0.43 -0.49 -1.14 -1.17 -1.02 -1,33 0.49 0.81 1.06 0.43
Skewness 1.46 1.57 0.66 0.70 0.54 0.55 0.59 0.50 0.94 1.04 1.11 0.93
Statistical measures for dynamic measures and static measures
obtained by using MY_VOL and CSIZE
modular n modularN modularV V LOC st·slze1 st-slze2
Minimum 52 214 1220 1220 39 965 542
Maximum 172 634 3873 4708 119 3997 2224
Mean 86.15 367.38 2289,54 2386.15 66.85 1647.23 918.85
Median 78 347 1962 2148 53 1341 742
Standard 30.75 130.03 882.20 1017,72 25.66 899,54 507.83Deviation
Kurlosis 4.84 -0.39 ·1.12 0.66 -0.63 3.69 3.49
Skewness 1,89 0.63 0.48 0.93 0.60 2.06 2.05
Static measures obtained with MY_VOL also did not correlate well (at significance
level of 0.05) with st-size] or st-size2. They are listed in TABLE 13.
The LOC metric correlated well with the other static measures (at the level of
significance of 0.01) as expected but, it did not correlate well with the dynamic measures.
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TABLE 11. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by
using HALSTEAD and CSIZE for the network programs
51-size2 modular_n, modul'arN, modular_sumV modutar_opndV
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0.3816 04010 08105 0.9757 09787 0.9674 0.9479 09481 09645
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TABLE 12. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by
using METRE and CSIZE for the network programs
51-slze2 modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV



















0.4685 0.4886 0.8656 1.0000
0.2516 0.2701 07615 0.9398 10000
0.2119 0.2306 0.7405 0.9306 0.9958 1.0000
0.0968 01153 0.6650 0.8897 0.986209906 1.0000
00915 01097 0.6687 0.8846 0.98360.9884 0.9994 1.0000
0.14990.16760.7165089820.98760986609940 0.9961
00327 0.0513 06157 0.8640 0.9720 09824 09968 0.9960
03115 0.3305 0.8060 0.9646 0.9950 0.9923 0.9728 09705
0.3506 0.3693 0.8360 0.9701 0.9891 0.9858 0.9612 0.9599
0.4151 0.4330 0.8781 09715 0.9767 0.9688 0.9382 0.9381
02759 0.2954 0.7817 0.9597 0.9938 0.9955 0.9780 0.9753























o9952 0 9827 1 0000
0.9761 0.9804 0 9625 1.0000
TABLE 13. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained
by using MY VOL and CSIZE for the network programs
51-siZe1 st-size2 modu[arV modular n modularN V LOC
st-size1 1 0000
st-size2 0.9995 1.0000
modularV 0 1065 0.1243 1.0000
modular_n 05482 0.5672 0.8409 1.0000
modularN 02272 0.2457 0.9903 0.8961 1.ססOO
V 0.2962 03155 0.9753 0.9353 0.9948 1.ססOO
LOC 0.4356 04503 0.9251 0.9153 0.9567 0.9626 1.ססOO
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5.3 Numeric Programs
Positive correlations were observed between the symbol table size and the volume
metric for this class of programs. The highest correlation coefficient of 0.6137 (significance
level of 001) was observed between st-size2 and modular_nz obtained by using the
HALSTEAD tool. Coefficients around 0.4822 (critical value at significance level of 0.05)
were observed between st-size1 and st-size2, vs. the static measures obtained by using the
HALSTEAD tool. Program volume, V, correlated well with both st-sizel and st-size2
(correlation coefficients being 0.4880 and 0.5311, respectively). This indicates that there is
some positive correlation between the symbol table size and the program volume. Various
statistical measures for the data under study are shown in TABLE 14. The kurtosis value
indicated that the distribution of the static measures was more peaked than that of the
dynamic measures. The plot of loglo(st-sizel) vs. 10glO(V) is shown in Figure 4. The
coefficients obtained for the static measures collected with HALSTEAD are shown in
TABLE 15.
Other significant observations from the correlation analysis of the numeric programs,
for the static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD and the dynamic measures, were:
1. Correlations between modularN] vs. st-sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of
0.5205 and 0.5616, respectively) were more prominent than the correlations between
modularNz vs. st-size! and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.4859 and 0.5273,
respectively) .
2. Correlations between modular_optrV vs. st-sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of
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0.5107 and 0.5515, respectively) were more prominent than the correlations between
modular_opndV vs. st-sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.4986 and 0.5363,
respectively) .
3. Correlation between optrV and st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.5212) was more
prominent than the correlation between opndV and st-size2 (correlation coefficient of
0.5173).
4. Program volume, V, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.5311) than
with st-size1 (correlation coefficient of 0.4880).
Similar correlations were observed between st-size1 and st-size2 vs. static measures
obtained by using the METRE tool. A strong, positive correlation (correlation coefficient of
0.5462) was observed between modularV and st-size2. These correlation coefficients are
listed in TABLE 16.
Other significant observations made from the correlation analysis of the numeric
programs, for the static measures obtained by using METRE and the dynamic measures were:
1. Correlations between modular_opndV vs. st-sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients
of 0.5247 and 0.5558, respectively) were more prominent than the correlations between
modular_optrV vs. st-sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.4944 and 0.5317,
respectively) .
2. Correlations between program volume, V, and st-size 1 and st-size2 were insignificant at
the 0.05 level of significance.
All the static measures obtained by using MY_VOL correlated well with st-size 1 and
st-size2 at significance level of 0.05 except for program volume, V, which had insignificant
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correlation with st-size 1. The value of moduJarV was found to have good correlation with
the symbol table size measures. These results are listed in TABLE 17. Other significant
observations were.
1. Correlations between the number of unique tokens in a program, modular_n, vs. st-sizel
and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.5329 and 0.5788, respectively) were more
prominent than the correlations between the total number of tokens in a program, modularN,
vs. st-size 1 and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.4965 and 0.5384, respectively).
2. Correlation between the sum of the volumes of modules, modularV, and st-size2
(correlation coefficient of 0.5435) was more prominent than the correlation between the
program volume, V, and st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.5220).
3. Sum of the volumes of the modules, modularV, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation
coefficient of 0.5435) than with st-sizel (correlation coefficient of 0.5045).
The LOC metric correlated well with both of the dynamic measures, st-size 1 and st-
size2, correlation coefficients being 0.5420 and 0.5810, respectively (significance level of
0.05). As expected, the LOC metric correlated well with all other static measures.
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TABLE 14. Statistical measures for static and dynamic metrics
fi h 17 hor t e numenc programs m te test sUIte
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD
modular_n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n, modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 36 68 405 298 4710 3908 2094 1814 4710 3908 2094 1814
Maximum 712 2922 26551 17343 362998 289280 149995 139279 519149 451256 251590 199665
Mean 192.71 807.18 6553.65 4526.12 90310.59 71332.00 35559.59 35771.59 116978.00 99443.71 53047.41 46396.29
Median 139 668 3602 2172 45042 34948 18913 16033 55565 45189 25605 20414
Standard 195.50 725.29 7222.31 5029.77 102698.36 81142.07 40279.32 41051.29 143506.90 124765.2967742.11 57230.45Deviation
Kurtosis 324 3.93 2.85 1.94 2.23 2.38 3.25 1.72 3.20 3.40 4.16 2.60
Skewness 1.97 1.84 1.83 1.70 1.74 1.77 1.90 1.67 1.93 1.98 2.10 1.85
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using METRE
modular_n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n, modularN, modularV modular oplrV V optrV
Minimum 38 83 340 250 3631 2902 1499 1302 4236 3470 1784 1685
Maximum 2925 4532 21991 14261 221999 174321 96273 78054 466359 426422 253209 173213
Mean 446.82 886.29 4823.94 3415.71 55158.47 43559.06 22388.24 21171.59 91412.06 80946.94 4496171 35985.24
Median 162 447 1949 1396 25426 19611 9874 9737 29504 26079 14236 11843
Standard
756.96 1188.13 6002.00 4122.02 65671.9051960.40 27383.01 24728.89 128550.83 117097.83 67797.81 49534.12Deviation
Kurtosis 7.48 5.29 3.43 2.18 1.88 1.79 2.51 1.31 3.88 4.15 5.15 2.96
Skewness 2.70 2.32 1.98 1.77 1.71 1.70 1.83 1.60 2.08 2.13 2.29 1.94
Statistical measures for dynamic measures and static measures
obtained by using MY VOL and CSIZE
modular n modularN modularV V LOC st-slze1 st-slze2
Minimum 4554 103 681 4554 121 908 504
Maximum 369433 3616 44648 527749 8343 5087 2778
Mea,n 89798.65 995.88 11004.24 116267.94 1966.47 3638.47 1989.65
Median 43827 799 5715 55186 1367 4691 2530
Standard 103554.05 910.31 12344.69 144848.65 2100.07 1482.57 798.59DevlaUon
Kurtosis 2.46 3.84 2.67 3.45 4.71 -1.13 -1.08












2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5 37 3.9
IOQ1O(st-slze1)
Figure 4. Plot oflog1o(st-sizel) vs. IOglO(V) for the numeric programs
TABLE 15. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by
using HALSTEAD and CSIZE for the numeric programs
sl-size2 modular_n, modularN, modula,_sumV modula,_opndV























05698 06137 0.9473 1 0000
0.52050.5616 0.8850 0.9660 1.0000
048590.52730.88530.9488 0.9943 1.0000
0.5144 05527 0.8420 0.9403 0.9953 0.9927 10000
05058 05451 0.8527 0.9449 0.9968 0.9945 0.9997
0.5107 05515 0.8698 0.9598 0.9988 0.9908 09965
049860.5363083200.9258 0.9902 099350.9983
0.4880 05311 0.9029 0.9681 09982 0.9947 0.9906
04762 05203 0.9140 0.9705 0.9961 0.9931 0.9860
047620.52120.92250.9773 0.9932 0.9857 0.9792
o47<l5 051730.900609589 09960 0.9982 09905
























0.9973 09986 1 0000
o9965 0 9980 0 9933 1 0000
0.9753 0.9706 0 9726 09651 1.0000
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TABLE 16, Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by
using METRE and CSIZE for the numeric programs
st·si~e2 modular_n, modula.rN, modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV


















0.2544 0 3084 1 0000
0.3719 04203 0.9737 1 0000
0.4626 05034 0,9078 0.9771 1 0000
0.4658 0,5052 0,8866 0.9670 0.9962 1,0000
0.5119 0.5462 0,8337 0.9354 0,9882 0.9924 1.0000
0.5102 0.5447 08346 0.9362 0.9881 0.9933 0.9999 1,0000
0.4944 0,5317 08699 0.9570 09964 0.9968 0.9974 09974
0.5247 05558 0.7905 09075 0.9730 0.9834 0.9965 0,9968
0.4331 0.4757 09259 0.9858 0.9984 0,9935 0.9798 0,9801
0,4214 04648 09342 09890 0.9968 09910 09747 0.9751
0,4052 04501 0,9488 09929 0,9925 0,982609632 09632
044150.48280,9098 0,9791 09979 0.9979 0,9859 0.9867



















09984 0.9973 0.9918 1,0000
o9771 0,9750 09746 09709
Loe
1.0000
TABLE 17. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained
by using MY VOL and CSIZE for the numeric programs
st-siLe1 st-slze2 modularV modular n modularN V LOe
st-si~e1 1.0000
st·si~e2 0.9982 1 ססoo
modularV 0.5045 05435 1.ססOO
modular_n 05329 0.5788 0,9306 10000
modularN 0.4965 0.5384 0.9957 0,9554 1.0000
V 0.4784 0.5220 0.9908 0,9642 0.9982 1.ססOO
LOe 0,5420 0.5810 0,9809 0.9423 0,9758 0.9756 1.ססOO
5.4 Graphics Programs
No significant correlations were observed between the static measures and the symbol
table size for this class of programs. Positive correlation was observed only between
modular_n, vs. st-size], and modular_n\ vs. st-size2.
Coefficients for correlations between st-size1 vs. modularV, modular sumV, V, and
sumV obtained by using HALSTEAD were -0.1353, -0.1320, -0.0694, and -0.0572,
respectively. These coefficients were not significant at the 0.05 level of signifIcance. The
correlations for static measures vs, st-size2 were also not significant.
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TABLE 18. Statistical measures for static and dynamic metrics
£; h 6] hi hor t e grapJ cs programs in t e test sUlte
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD
modular_n2 modular1ll2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n, modular1ll, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 14 21 56 49 574 457 219 215 574 457 219 215
Maximum 1696 5661 29174 23301 394498 314643 146466 168418 674036 603466 312976 290490
Mean 87.59 353.69 2129.75 1620.08 30047.52 2377707 11220.43 12556.48 40723.85 34928.02 17814.30 17113.62
Median 23 64 184 163 2211 1796 839 967 2211 1796 839 967
Standard 236.02887.62 5525.36 4276.76 79291.74 62765.75 29256.14 33532.96 119345.81 104668.86 53725.27 5097223Deviation
Kurtosis 37.44 24.10 15.43 17.07 14.61 14.94 14.57 15.23 19.19 20.24 20.52 19.94
Skewness 5.78 4.64 3.85 4.04 3.78 3.82 3.76 3.86 4.28 4.39 4.41 4.37
Statistjcal measures for static measures obtained by usjng METRE
modular_n2 modularN 2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n1 modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 5 17 36 34 318 223 81 143 334 236 93 143
Maximum 3216 5532 24487 16437 239773 181182 93626 87574 535889 489670 285299 204371
Mean 166.93 346.72 1600.23 11'37.20 17303.10 13363.77 6707.85 6656.18 30375.52 26996.15 15070.90 11925.31
Median 24 63 142 125 1378 1061 462 578 1696 1357 624 747
Standard 483.56 853.18 4179.64 2862.05 44436.62 34286.49 17521.50 16802.01 87567.05 79306.07 45574.54 33803.14Deviation
Kurtosis 27.99 23.65 16.99 15.82 13.84 13.36 13.65 13.17 20.32 21.10 22.39 19.40
Skewness 4.98 4.50 3.93 3.82 3.65 3.61 3.64 3.59 4.27 4.35 4.47 4.19
Statistical measures for dynamic measures and static measures
obtained by using MY_VOL and CSlZE •
modular n modularN modularV V LOC st-slze1 st-s Ize2
Minimum 36 111 574 574 21 2342 1303
Maximum 7355 53759 404042 690508 11769 12086 6480
Mean 440.70 3747.07 29999.79 40732.03 706.07 8777.92 4714.62
Median 90 356 2276 2276 69 9033 4645
Standard 1117.68 9897.17 79924.72 120628.92 1954.31 2062.99 1096.37Deviation
Kurtosis 26.69 16.82 15.14 19.87 20.79 2.72 2.79
Skewness 4.87 4.01 3.85 4.35 4.39 ·1.54 -1.57
Similar coefficients were observed with METRE and MY_VOL, which were
insignjficant at the 0.05 level of significance. This indicates that there is no relationship
between the static measures and the symbol table sjze for this class of programs. Various
statistical measures are listed in TABLE] 8. Large, positive values of kurtosis for the static
measures indicates that the distribution was more peaked than the normal distribution. The
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correlation coefficients obtained for these programs are listed in TABLES 19 through 21.
The results obtained must be taken with caution because the inclusion of some programs
under this class may not be accurate. There was a marked difference in the measures obtained
for the Motif programs (downloaded from ftp. uu. net) and other programs in this class.
This prompted for a further analysis of the correlations for the Motif programs, which is
discussed in the following subsection.
TABLE 19. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by






















-0.0330 -0.0157 0.9754 1.0000
-0.1241 -01081 08878096181.0000
-00995 -0.0830 0.9009 0.9684 0.9982 1.0000
-0.1353 -01195 0.8574 0.94190.99750.9949 1.ססOO
-0.1320 -01160 0.8616 09451 0.9980 0.9960 0.9999 1.ססOO
-0.1407 -01249086200.94640.9985099520.999409996 1.ססOO
-0.1242 -0.1082 08606 0.9434 0.9969 0.9960 0.9996 0.9997 0.9985
-00694 -00531 09182 0.9771 0.9947 0.9979 09885 0.9901 0.9894
·0.0572 ·0.0407 09274 0.9812 0.9916 0.9961 0.9839 09858 0.9849
-00561 -0.0398 09328 09840 0.9906 0.9946 0.9816 0.9835 0.9831
-00582 -0.0417 09212 09777 0.9921 0.9970 0.9858 0.9876 0.9863
-00755 ·0.0592 0.9360 0.9818 09886 09922 09799 0.9810 09799
51-size2 modular_", modular1ol, modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV
















TABLE 20. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by
using METRE and CSIZE for the graphics programs
51-size2 modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV
























-0.0275 ·0.0103 09851 1.0000
-0 1103 ·0 0950 0 9424 0.9792 1.0000
-0.1267 -0.1114 09298 09729 0.99901.0000
-01635 -014950889609461 09911 09949 1.0000
·0.1743 -01604088120939209884 09927 0.9997 1.0000
-0.1673 -0.15290.8944 0945809916099430.99870.9990
-0.1812 -0.1677 0.8657 09303 0.9829 0.9890 0.9986 0.9989
-0.0746 -0.0592 0.9556 09851 0.9977 0.9950 0.9829 0.9791
-00652 -00496 0.9604 0.9868 0.9964 09931 0.9792 0.9752
-00501 -00343 0.9688 0.9892 0.9934 0.9886 09717 0.9672
-00855 -00702 0.9471 0.9815 0.9983 09971 0.9873 0.9839
























TABLE 21. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained
by using MY YOL and CSIZE for the graphics programs
st-siz.e1 st-size2 modularV modular" rnodularN V LOC
st-s ize1 1 ססoo
st-size2 0.9903 1 0000
modularV -0 1295 -0 1136 1.0000
modular_" -0 0207 -0.0035 0.9314 1.ססOO
modularN -0.1071 -0 0907 0.9968 09568 1.ססOO
V -0.0640 -0.0475 0.9887 09702 0.9967 1.ססOO
LaC -0.0755 -0.0592 0.9826 0.9761 0.9924 0.9959 1.ססOO
5.5 Motif Programs
The static and dynamic measures for this class of programs were found to be
parametric. The values of kurtosis and skewness suggested a nearly normal distribution of
observations. The standard deviations were of the same magnitude for the static measures
and the dynamic measures. Various statistical measures are listed in TABLE 22.
The correlation analysis yielded a strong, positive correlations, with correlation
coefficients greater than 0.5, between the symbol table size measures and the static measures
for the programs in this class. The values of modularV, modular_sumV, V, and sumY
obtained with HALSTEAD correlated well with st-size1, at the significance level of 0 01.
Only modular_n l had insignificant correlation vs. st-size 1 and st-size2 at the significance level
of 001. Correlation coefficients between modularV, modular_sumV, modular_optrY, and
modular_opndV vs. st-sizel and st-size2 were the same as those between V, sumY, optrV,
and opndV vs. st-size1 and st-size2. This is due to the fact that all of the programs in this
class consisted ofa single module and V differs from modularY only for programs with more
than one module. The plot of 10glO(st-sizel) vs. 10glO(V) is shown in Figure 5. The
correlations for static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD are listed in TABLE 23.
Other significant observations made from the correlation analysis of the Motif
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programs, for the static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD and the dynamic measures,
were:
1. Correlations between the total number of operators, modularN I' vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5704 and 0.5858, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the total number of operands, modularN2, vs. st-sizel and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5490 and 0.5693, respectively).
2. Correlations between the operator volume of a program, optrV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5643 and 0.5785) were more prominent than the correlations
between the operand volume of a program, opndV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation
coefficients of 0.5594 and 0.5783, respectively).
3. Program volume, V, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation coefficient of O. 5842) than
with st-size1 (correlation coefficient of 0.5675).
,.....
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TABLE 22. Statistical measures for static and dynamic metrics for the 46 Motif programs
in the test suite
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using HALSTEAD
modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular_n, modularN, modularV modular optrV V optrV
Minimum 14 21 56 49 574 457 219 215 574 457 219 215
Maximum 35 170 607 521 8606 6778 2918 3860 8606 6778 2918 3860
Mean 21.48 63.54 168.74 165.57 2351.43 1890.78 859.07 1031.59 2351.43 1890.78 859.07 103159
Median 21 57 152 134 1766 1413 629 776 1766 1413 629 776
Standard 5.71 32.27 125.69 109.65 1820.15 1452.13 632.26 825.82 1820.15 1452.13 632.26 825.82Deviation
Kurtosis -0.28 2.28 2.46 2.56 3.12 2.77 2.01 3.36 3.12 2.77 2.01 3.36
Skewness 0.68 1.49 1.66 1.68 1.81 1.74 1.59 1.87 1.81 1.74 1.59 1.87
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using METRE
modular_n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular n1 modularN, modularV modular optrV V oPtrV
Minimum 5 17 36 34 318 223 81 143 334 236 93 143
Mal(imum 59 180 545 454 6447 4817 2014 2803 7793 6359 2957 3401
Mean 2265 63.22 143.57 125.07 1458.15 1089.91 461.07 628.91 1796.11 1454.72 673.22 781.54
Median 20 51 118 103 1141 834 347 493 1343 1084 498 573
Standard 15.21 40.48 103.26 87.75 1195.D7 899.82 381.76 523.13 1556.33 1304.19 623.24 68512Deviation
Kurtosis 0.03 2.29 4.66 4.38 6.74 6.44 5.47 6.95 4.97 4.57 3.86 5.12
Skewnen 091 161 198 199 237 232 210 245 211 2,06 1,91 2 17
Statistical measures for dynamic measures and static measures
obtained by using MY VOL and CSIZE
modular n modularN modularV V LOe st-slzel st-slze2
Minimum 36 111 574 574 21 8704 4666
Mal(imum 198 1137 8675 8675 237 11395 6095
Mean 85.11 361.50 2398.43 2398.43 72 .15 9502.13 5089.24
Median 79 293 1807 1807 59 9073 4870
Standard 36.54 236.39 1831.67 1831.67 46.16 908.17 480.65Deviation
Kurtosis 1.26 2.36 2.96 2.96 3.24 -0.54 -0.52
Skewness 1.23 1.63 1.77 1.77 1.78 1.04 1.04
rt1
...
Figure 5. Plot oflog1o(st-sizel) vs. loglo(V) for the Motif programs
TABLE 23. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by




















51-5Iz&2 modular_n, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV




0.5649 05948 07272 10000
0.5704 0.5858 0.7245 0.9817 1.0000
0.5490 0.5693 0.6851 0.9837 0.9921 1 0000
0.5675 0.5842 0.7001 0.9855 0.9976 0.9965 1.0000
0.5638 0.5808 0.7149 09858 a9980 09964 0.9997 1.0000
0.5643 0.5785 a7664 0.9783 0.9972 09846 0.9929 09948 10000
0.5594 0.5783 0.6706 0.9846 0.9915 0.9985 0.9978 0.9969 0.9837 1.0000
0.5675 0.5842 0.7001 0.9855 0.9976 0.9965 1.0000 0.9997 0.9929 0.9978 1.0000
0.5638 0.5808 0.7149 09858 0.9980 0.9964 0.9997 1.0000 0.9948 0.9969 0.9997
0.5643 0.5785 07664 0.9783 0.9972 09846 0.9929 0.9948 1.0000 0.9837 0.9929
0.5594 0.5783 0.6706 0.9846 0.9915 0.9985 0.9978 0.9969 0.9837 1.0000 0.9978





More significant correlations were observed for static measures taken by METRE at
the 0.01 level of significance. All the correlations, except for modular_nJ, were significant
at the 001 level of significance (critical value for the product-moment correlation coefficient
being 0.3610). The correlation coefficient for modular_nl was significant at the 0.05 level of
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significance. These correlations are listed in TABLE 24. Other significant observations were:
I. Correlations between the number ofunique operands, modular_n2, vs. st-sizel and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5811 and 0.6068, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the number of unique operators, modular_n j , vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.4383 and 0.4645, respectively).
2. Correlations between the total number of operators, modularN l , vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5887 and 0.6051, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the total number of operands, modularN2, vs. st-size land st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5715 and 0.5902, respectively).
3. Correlations between the sum of the operator volumes of modules, modular_optrV, vS'.
st-sizel and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of O. 5758 and 0.5881, respectively) were more
prominent than the correlations between the sum of the operand volumes of modules,
modular_opndV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2 (correlation coefficients of 0.5720 and 0.5868,
respectively) .
4. Correlations between the operator volume of a program, optrY, vs. st-size I and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5867 and 0.6028, respectively) were more prominent than the
correlations between the operand volume of a program, opndV, vs. st-size1 and st-size2
(correlation coefficients of 0.5788 and 0.5960, respectively).
5. Program volume, Y, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.6028) than
with st-sizel (correlation coefficient of 0.5863).
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Static measures obtained using MY_VOL also correlated well with the dynamic




0.5811 0.6068 0.8671 1.0000
0.5887 0.6051 07935 0.9613 1.0000
0.5715 0.5902 077880.9698 0.9949 1.0000
0.5801 0.5943 0.7466 0.9486 0.9944 0.9937 10000
0.5766 0.5905 0.7624 09509 0.9952 09935 0.9994 1.0000
0.5758 0.5881 0.8116 0.9456 09925 0.9815 09882 09922 1.0000
05720 0.5868 0.7191 09454 0.9874 0.9926 0.9978 0.9959 0.9768 1.0000
0.5863 0.6028 0.7986 09729 0.9966 0.9971 0.9946 09954 0.9884 0.9907 10000
0.5843 0.6011 081670.9775 0.9950 0.9951 0.9911 0.9927 09882 09863 09994 1.0000
0.5867 06028 08525 0.9753 09914 0.9852 09817 0.9853 0.9906 0.9718 09938 0.9964 1.0000
0.5788 0.5960 0.7791 0.9734 0.9920 0.9980 0.9936 0.9933 09798 0.9935 0.9983 09971 0.9870 1.0000
05268 0.5475 07970 0.9336 0.9399 0.9454 0.9371 09412 09399 0.9331 09483 0.9504 0.9468 0.9478 10000
51-size2 modular_o, modularN, modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opodV
st·slze1 modular", modularN, modularV modular oplrV V optrV LOe
TABLE 24. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained by
















significance. The coefficients obtained are listed in TABLE 25. Other significant
observations were:
1. Correlation between modularN and st-sizel (correlation coefficient of 0.5550) was more
prominent than the correlation between modular_nand st-size 1 (correlation coefficient of
0.5434).
2. Program volume, V, correlated more with st-size2 (correlation coefficient of 0.5787) than
with st-size1 (correlation coefficient of O. 5615).
TABLE 25. Correlations between dynamic measures and static measures obtained
by using MY VOL and CSIZE for the Motif programs
51·size1 51-size2 modularV modular n modularN V LOe
st·size1 1.0000
51-size2 0.9408 1.0000
modularV 0.5615 0.5787 1 0000
modular_o 0.5434 05702 09787 1.0000
modularN 0.5550 0.5732 09990 0.9791 1.0000
V 05615 05787 1 0000 09787 0.9990 1 0000
Lee 05268 05475 09892 0.9636 09886 0.9892 1.0000
rt1
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The LOC metric correlated well with st-size 1, st-size2, and all other static measures
at the 0.01 leveJ of significance.
---
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis work was concerned with the investigation of the possible relationship
between the static volume metric ofa program as defined in Software Science and its dynamic
symbol table size. Three tools, HALSTEAD, METRE, and MY_VOL, were selected to be
used for measuring the volume metric. HALSTEAD and METRE were taken from the
archives of the usenet newsgroup camp. software-eng. A few modifications were made
to these tools to measure some other static measures as well (as defined in Subsection 4.2).
MY_VOL was developed based on HALSTEAD. Another static metric, lines of code (LaC),
was measured using the tool CSIZE which was also taken from the archives of the usenet
newsgroup camp. software-eng. Two methods, ST_SIZE 1 and ST_SIZE2, were
developed based on the utilities available on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine in the OSU
Computer Science Department.
A test suite of 100 programs obtained from various sources was utilized (see
Subsection 4.4 for the program sources). After collecting the static and dynamic
measurements for all the programs in the test suite, detailed correlation analysis was made.
The programs in the test suite were divided into five application areas: string processing,
50
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network, numeric, graphi:cs, and Motifprograms. The correlation analysis indicated a strong,
positive correlation between Halstead's volume metric values and dynamic symbol table sizes
among the string processing, numeric, and Motif programs. This is consistent with the
general observation that as program size increases (with the increase in the number of
operators and operands), the number of symbols in the symbol table increases also. High
correlation coefficients (values greater than 0.5) between volume metric and symbol table size
among the string processing, numeric, and Motif programs provide anecdotal evidence for
the general observation above. Because of the differences in the variations of symbol table
sizes with the variations of volume metrics among different classes of programs, the same
result was not observed for the genera] class of programs (i.e., all programs under study).
There seems to be little or no correlation between Halstead's volume metric values and the
symbol table sizes for the general class of programs. However, this result should be taken
with caution because of the relatively small number of programs considered for this study.
Among other correlations considered for this study, correlations between the operand
volumes (modular_opndV and opndV) and symbol table sizes (st-sizel or st-size2) were more
prominent than the correlations between the operator volumes (modular_optrV and optrV)
and the symbol table sizes (st-sizel or st-size2) for the string processing programs. This
suggests that the increase in the number of symbols in a symbol table is consistent more with
the increase in the number of operands than with the increase in the number of operators for
the string processing programs in the test suite. For Motif programs, correlations between
the operator volumes (modular_optrV and optrV) and the symbol table sizes (st-size I or st-
size2) were more prominent than the correlations between the operand volumes
.....
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(modular_opndV and opndV) and symbol table sizes (st-sizel or st-size2) indicating that an
increase in symbol table size can be attributed more to an increase in the operator volume than
to an increase in the operand volume.
Since, this is an exploratory study, the results obtained may not be considered
conclusive. The results only show the possibility of a relationship between the static volume
metric and the dynamic symbol table size. They must be validated by conducting similar
experiments on a large and more representative sample of programs and possibly for more
classes of programs (i.e., application areas). Also, this study concentrated only on the
operator and operand classification ofthe token set of programs. Other classifications of the
refinements of the token set such as function calls, arithmetic operators, logical operators,
constants, two-way branches, multi-way branches, etc., may throw more light on the possible
correlations between static and dynamic measurements of programs. Further research may
also be extended to other programming languages like e++, Pascal, Fortran etc.
...
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Indicators ofbehavior of programs during execution.
Lines Of Code metric obtained by using the CSIZE tool (as
explained in Subsection 4.3.3).
Sum of number ofunique tokens of all modules in a
program.
Sum of number of unique operators of all modules in a
program.
Sum of number of unique operands of all modules in a
program.
Sum of operand volumes of all modules in a program.
Sum of operator volumes of all modules in a program.
Sum of operator volumes and operand volumes of all
modules in a program.































Sum of total number of operators of all modules in a
program.
Sum of total number of operands of all modules in a
program.
Sum of the volumes of an modules in program.
Number ofunique tokens in one module of a program.
Total number of tokens in one module ofa program.
Number of unique operators in one module of a program.
Number of unique operands in one module of a program.
Total number of operators in one module of a program.
Total number of operands in one module of a program.
Operand volume of a program.
Operand volume of one module of a program.
Operator volume of a program.
Operator volume of one module of a program.
Structural and syntactic measurements of software
documents.
Sum of operator volume and operand volume of a program.
A data structure used to store information relating to
the symbols utilized during compilation.
Volume of a program.
Volume of one module a program.
Indicative of volume as a quantitative aspect
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SOURCE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS IN THE TEST SUITE
PROGRAMS FROM '/lOCal/STC' ON SEQUENT
'I 0 ~
PROGRAM BRJEF DESCRJPTION
archie a program that queries anonymous ftpdatabases
forwarder a mail forwarding program
ighostview a utility to view PostScript documents
man a global man page extraction utility
rs a reminder service program
sc a spreadsheet calculator program
a program that contains a collection of
stat command level functions that can beinterconnected to form a statistical
network
utree a screen oriented file system browser and
utilitv
xcalendar a calendar program with a notebook for X
xgopher a gopher client program for X window
system
xnlock a screen lock program
















an approximate regular expression
matching utility
animat~· a program that displays a sequence ofimages
ce a simple unix text editor
l..- -combineV'
a program that combines images to
create new image
-convert a program that converts images in oneV' form to another
v display I
a program that displays an image on any
~ workstation running X
expand a program that expands tab stops
fill a simple text formatter program
fplan
"
a flight planner program
friends a program that prints 'htlich of your Ifriends are logged on
gzip ,/ a utility to compress fi·les
import a program that captures an X serverv screen
, indent I a program that inserts or deletes spacesin a file
lander ,/ a game program
a program that transforms an image or a
mogrify ~ sequence of images. These transformsinclude image scaling, image rotation,
color reduction and others
I montage a program creates a composite image byv combining several separate images
othello 1/ a game program
par V-
a filter program for reformatting
paragraphs
•. -sail I a game program
segment ,/ a program that segments an image
uuconvert
a program that uudecodes a uuencoded
file
xalarm / an alarm clock program for X
xasteroids I an X 'WindoW'S based game program
xdl a program that displays DL animations
xgetftp an X based tool for browsing and
retrieving files from ftp sites






tcp client a client program that uses tcp protocol
a tcp client program which creates a
tcp_sock_c1ient socket and initiates connection INith
another socket
tcp_sock_server a tcp server program VtItlich creates a
socket and begins an infinite loop
a tcp client program which creates an
tcp_t1i_c1ient endpoint and initiates a connection INith
the host port
tcp_t1Lserver a tcp server program VtItlich creates an
endpoint and begins an infinite loop
udp_ client a client program that uses udp protocol
udp_ server a server program using udp protocol
udp_soc~client a udp client program which sends adatagram to a. receiver
udp_sock_server a udp server program INith a datagram
socket
a udp client program which creates an
udp_tlLclient endpoint and initiates a connection with
the host port
a udp server program which creates a
udp_tli_server datagram endpoint and reads from the
input
PROGRAMS FROM comp.language.c USENET
NEWSGROUP ARCHIVE
PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRI PTiON ,
include a program to avoid multiple inclusion offiles
opcom a program which enables a user to




action_area a motif program that shom how action
area window can be used
arrow
a motif program that shom how an
ArrowButton widget can be used
a motiJ program that demonstrates
arrow timer continuous callbacks using ArrowButton
widgets
ask.-user a motif program that uses a dialog box topost a question to user
a motif program that creates a PushButton
ask_user_simple widget and posts a dialog box that posts a
question to user
attach a motif program that demonstrates how
attachments 'NOrk j:n Form widgets
cmd_area a motif program that uses a ScrolledText
object to view the output of commands
a motif program that demonstrates widget
comers layout management for a BulletinBoard
widget
dialog a motif program that uses a dialog box
a drawing program in motif that
dra\N2 demonstrates how to draw into an off
screen pixmap
a drawing program in motif that
drawing demonstrates how to use Dra\NingArea
widget
dra\M1 a motif program that uses drawn button
widgets
dynapix a motif program that demonstrates how todisplay a bitmap in a MainWindow
a motif program that demonstrates how
entry_cb the XmNentryCaliback resource works in
RowColumn \Nidgets.
a motif program that demonstrates how to
file sel use the XmNfileSearchProc for file
selection dialog widgets.
form_comers
a motif program that demonstrates form
layout management
frame a motif program that uses a Frame \Nidget
hello
a motif program that displays a pushbutton
with label
hello_dialog a motif program that uses anInformationDialog widget
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PROGRAMS FROM 'ftp.uu.net' (cont.)
PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
help_text a motif program that a creates a mai n
window with 'INOrk. area and menubar
map_dig a motif program that demonstrates how to
user XmNmapCallback
modal a motif program that uses a modal dialogbox
a motif program that demonstrates how a
modify_btn default dialog widget function can be
extended
a motif program that demonstrates how to
msg_area change the bitmap and color in a
MainWindow
multi_click a motif program that demonstrateshandling of multiple PushButton clicks
paned_win1 a motif program that uses PanedWindow
widget
paned_win2 a motif program that uses PanedWindow
widget with XtQueryGeometry
Ipixmaps a motif program that uses pixmaps
a motif program that demonstrates how to
proc_traversal process keyboard traversal from a
PushButton's callback routine
prompt_dig a motif program that demonstrates how to
use PromptDialog widget
pushb a motif program that uses a PushButton
widget




PROGRAMS FROM 'ftp.uu.net' (cont.)
PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
reason
a motif program that uses reason field of
the callback structure
rowcol a motif program that uses a RoVvColumn
widget
select_dig a motif program that demonstrates how to i
use selection boxes ,
show _pix a motif program that di.splays a pixmap
simple radio a motif program that uses a radio button
spreadsheet a spreadsheet program in motif
a motif program that shows how the
text_entry RowColumn widget can be configured to
build a text entry form
tictactoe a simple game program in motif
toggle a motif program that uses a toggle button
toggle box a motif program that uses a toggle box
a motif program that demonstrates how
traversal keyboard traversal can be manipulated
among primitive widgets
unit_types a motif program that uses PanedWindow
widget minimum and maximum sizes set
warning a motif program that uses a warning dialogbox
xcal a motif program that displays a calendar
PROGRAM.S WRITTEN BY THE AUTHOR IN
COMPUTER NETWORKS CLASS (COMSC 4283)
PROGRAM BRtEF DESCRIPTION
conc_serv
a program that implements concurrent
server
conf call a program that simulates conference call





OUTPUT OF CORRELATION ANALYSIS FOR
ALL PROGRAMS IN THE TEST SUITE
All the static and dynamic measures in this appendix are as defined in Subsection 4.2










































































































DYNAMIC MEASURES ORDERED BY st-sizel (cont.)
PROGRAM st-size1 st-size2 PROGRAM st-size1 st-size2
xalarm 8170 4384 dialog 9077 4872
radiobox 8704 4666 arrow 9083 4872
entry_cb 8718 4673 hello_dialog 9085 4876
pixmaps 8738 4683 show_pix 9088 4881
toggle 8738 4683 as~user_simple 9088 4878
frame 8747 4690 map_dig 9096 4882
toggle_box 8777 4707 ask_user 9190 4939
drawing 8779 4707 ghostview 9208 5036
draw2 8780 4708 xcal 9465 5082
arrow_timer 8782 4708 action_area 9787 5238
rowcol 8798 4717 spreadsheet 10249 4747
hello 8800 4718 xgopher 10305 5634
proc_traversal 8800 4718 paned_wn1 10401 5559
pushb 8800 4718 paned_wn2 10401 5559
multLdick 8815 4726 unit_types 10401 5559
simple_radio 8824 4730 text_entry 10568 5476
comers 8960 4806 help_text 10867 5813
drawn 9025 4841 prompt_dig 10931 5842
attach 9032 4845 select_dig 11014 5890
form_corners 9033 4846 modify_btn 11019 5887
tictactoe 9034 5650 cmd_area 11217 6000
traversal 9069 4864 file_sel 11312 6051
warning 9071 4869 dynapix 11394 6094
modal 9073 4870 msg_area 11395 6095
reason 9073 4870 xgetftp 12086 6480
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STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_nz modularNz modular_sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
action area 32 119 416 395 5870 4803 2080 2723 5870 4803 2080 2723
agrep 445 1109 13339 9780 170454 138946 71051 67895 245102 216277 117352 98925
animate 171 1024 8473 5399 120469 93097 46883 46214 141811 116841 62851 53990
archie 536 1490 7926 5513 96447 78179 40676 37506 147620 129971 71858 58113
arrow 16 40 133 111 1417 1123 532 591 1417 1123 532 591
arrow_timer 27 73 210 196 2697 2212 999 1213 2697 2212 999 1213
ask_user 28 92 303 264 3916 3179 1457 1722 3916 3179 1457 1722
ask_user_simple 18 40 102 80 1066 851 425 426 1066 851 425 426
attach 15 30 82 72 846 674 320 353 846 674 320 353
ce 246 1080 11551 7971 158220 125876 63472 62404 202499 172066 91744 80322
cmd_area 25 89 252 210 3157 2530 1170 1360 3157 2530 1170 1360
combine 134 634 2912 1709 34574 26662 14370 12290 44292 36484 20576 15908
conc_serv 56 117 402 243 3951 3155 1807 1348 4795 4004 2335 1669
conf call 97 336 2491 1479 26918 21142 11637 9506 34770 28853 16440 12412
convert 138 668 3602 2087 43399 33610 18276 15333 54925 45189 25605 19584
comers 21 61 191 163 2251 1806 839 967 2251 1806 839 967
dialog 17 57 158 153 1931 1538 646 892 1931 1538 646 892
display 161 1219 16045 11621 258312 198191 90750 107440 288569 236757 117625 119132
draw2 22 80 285 264 3663 2940 1271 1669 3663 2940 1271 1669
drawing 20 72 174 165 2211 1770 752 1018 2211 1770 752 1018
drawn 21 64 184 169 2263 1822 808 1014 2263 1822 808 1014
dynapix 26 139 487 433 6777 5372 2289 3083 6777 5372 2289 3083




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL (cant.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modulacoptrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular "2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
expand 40 40 254 154 2579 2171 1352 820 2579 2171 1352 820
file sel 35 96 356 258 4319 3525 1826 1699 4319 3525 1826 1699
fill 45 103 955 647 11550 9571 5245 4326 11550 9571 5245 4326
form corners 14 29 93 74 906 714 354 359 906 714 354 359
forwarder 46 106 493 356 5368 4277 2206 2072 6153 5118 2723 2395
fplan 360 1029 7274 5632 95287 77478 37933 39547 134736 118129 61770 56360
frame 17 40 152 126 1622 1292 621 671 1622 1292 621 671
friends 32 40 145 91 1456 1209 725 484 1456 1209 725 484
ghostview 695 3674 26676 20796 394285 314643 146466 168178 574083 498134 251845 246290
gzip 688 2522 15352 12517 223297 182405 86330 96075 324628 286159 144712 141447
hello 15 32 56 58 633 509 219 290 633 509 219 290
hello_dialog 17 52 131 126 1570 1254 535 718 1570 1254 535 718
help_text 28 170 607 521 8606 6778 2918 3860 8606 6778 2918 3860
import 132 645 3186 1876 38029 29263 15687 13576 48604 39952 22443 17509
include 35 58 347 215 3568 2923 1704 1218 3675 3039 1780 1259
indent 410 1553 12155 8436 164000 132220 67834 64382 225242 194928 105499 89429
lander 177 489 2157 1729 28215 23232 11450 11782 36448 31554 16108 15446
man 201 367 1630 1109 17142 13968 7717 6250 25061 21919 12471 9448
map_dig 22 63 153 145 1910 1549 682 867 1910 1549 682 867
modal 21 62 161 151 1989 1606 707 899 1989 1606 707 899
modify_btn 23 82 264 249 3444 2777 1194 1583 3444 2777 1194 1583
mogrify 139 675 3707 2172 45042 34948 18913 16033 56843 46804 26390 20414
montage 153 787 5657 3501 73409 57222 29848 27373 90449 74735 41055 33680
msg_area 25 146 510 458 7180 5661 2368 3293 7180 5661 2368 3293




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL (cont.)
modular_"1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
opcom 74 155 1021 649 11989 9707 5342 4364 13091 11062 6340 4722
othello 47 146 2420 1774 31843 26197 13442 12755 31843 26197 13442 12755
paned_vvin1 14 36 80 67 830 651 305 346 830 651 305 346
paned_vvin2 14 46 119 106 1329 1039 453 585 1329 1039 453 585
par 216 563 5051 3769 66209 54168 27725 26444 84720 73607 39170 34437
pixmaps 29 50 129 100 1444 1191 627 564 1444 1191 627 564
proc_traversal 15 33 84 79 910 727 328 399 910 727 328 399
prompt_dig 18 62 151 151 1909 1529 630 899 1909 1529 630 899
pushb 19 41 98 88 1099 888 416 471 1099 888 416 471
radiobox 19 42 109 98 1228 991 463 528 1228 991 463 528
reason 25 64 184 157 2208 1796 854 942 2208 1796 854 942
rowcol 15 21 62 49 574 457 242 215 574 457 242 215
rpc 46 56 212 128 1935 1574 956 617 2269 1914 1171 743
rs 38 113 856 538 10090 8161 4492 3669 10090 8161 4492 3669
sail 624 2011 18682 14185 251910 201483 97378 104103 373487 329132 173470 155662
sc 712 2922 26551 17343 362998 289280 149995 139279 519149 451256 251590 199665
segment 152 725 5186 3401 68273 54372 28295 26076 83950 69904 37588 32316
select_dig 33 95 337 284 4347 3566 1700 1866 4347 3566 1700 1866
show_pix 29 77 228 194 2839 2323 1108 1216 2839 2323 1108 1216
simple_radio 17 37 93 87 1036 833 380 453 1036 833 380 453
spreadsheet 23 37 95 80 1034 846 430 417 1034 846 430 417
stat 39 104 483 339 5885 4824 2553 2271 5885 4824 2553 2271
tcp_c1ient 31 65 268 163 2838 2309 1328 982 2838 2309 1328 982
tep_sock_client 21 41 134 90 1334 1071 589 482 1334 1071 589 482





STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL (cont.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_nz modularNz modular_sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
tcp_tli_c1ient 22 53 200 125 2024 1608 892 716 2024 1608 892 716
tcp_tli_server 23 62 300 183 3096 2447 1357 1090 3096 2447 1357 1090
text_entry 17 39 99 74 1005 796 405 391 1005 796 405 391
tictactoe 22 58 129 122 1587 1290 575 715 1587 1290 575 715
toggle 20 57 134 123 1611 1297 579 717 1611 1297 579 717
toggle_box 25 54 186 145 2087 1698 864 834 2087 1698 864 834
traversal 23 67 153 141 1909 1547 692 855 1909 1547 692 855
udp_c1ient 32 70 309 207 3443 2814 1545 1269 3443 2814 1545 1269
udp_server 27 73 298 187 3222 2574 1417 1157 3222 2574 1417 1157
udp_sock_client 21 39 146 94 1418 1138 641 497 1418 1138 641 497
udp_sock_server 18 34 131 86 1237 984 546 438 1237 984 546 438
udp_tlLclient 23 55 191 119 1948 1552 864 688 1948 1552 864 688
udp_tlLserver 20 53 220 138 2216 1741 951 790 2216 1741 951 790
unit_types 14 37 82 69 857 672 312 359 857 672 312 359
utree 897 3946 31440 20860 427183 337901 173270 164630 640240 557591 308394 249197
uuconvert 36 68 405 298 4710 3908 2094 1814 4710 3908 2094 1814
warning 18 48 104 94 1197 959 434 525 1197 959 434 525
xalarm 354 1449 8264 5563 106147 84708 43759 40946 149555 128392 69976 58416
xasteroids 54 361 3468 2921 55565 44774 19958 24816 55565 44774 19958 24816
xcal 34 103 343 267 4330 3530 1745 1785 4330 3530 1745 1785
xcalendar 221 986 5508 4557 81300 65560 30017 35543 103038 88217 42896 45321
xdl 47 215 1204 957 17360 14103 6688 7415 17360 14103 6688 7415
xgetftp 309 1326 7987 6057 109055 85710 40219 45491 149921 128893 66064 62828
xgopher 1696 5661 29174 23301 394498 314025 145608 168418 674036 603466 312976 290490
xnlock 70 398 2528 1918 38101 30271 14243 16028 39438 32060 15495 16565
xpostit 234 747 2597 2158 34577 27895 12958 14937 47256 41037 20439 20598
xtalk 30 167 791 602 10618 8326 3881 4445 10618 8326 3881 4445
--.l
~
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE I\.1ETRE TOOL
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV
action_area 59 152 282 263 2965 2266 964 1303 4208 3565 1659
agrep 1160 1763 12620 8877 131499 106568 57983 48592 247500 224198 128470
animate 162 834 6167 4397 84944 66306 31818 34487 105217 87933 452,65
archie 542 972 5438 3631 56977 45436 24658 20779 95806 85426 49389
arrow 6 38 113 107 1201 854 292 562 1201 854 292
arrow_timer 32 79 154 141 1588 1194 495 698 2004 1659 770
ask_user 38 92 202 181 1999 1524 660 864 2690 2241 1060
ask_user_simple 12 33 78 66 791 613 280 333 791 613 280
attach 5 27 60 58 590 415 139 276 590 415 139
ce 1201 1715 10945 7231 122498 95900 50883 45019 209202 189657 111968
cmd_area 23 83 231 180 2422 1752 746 1007 2765 2192 1045
combine 42 191 1204 805 14949 11631 5857 5774 15799 12592 6492
conc_serv 39 105 271 197 2736 2133 1079 1054 3356 2755 1432
conecall 265 443 1464 1072 14884 11733 6088 5647 24010 21209 117M
convert 44 302 1860 1222 24087 18382 9087 9295 25996 20222 10155
comers 21 51 142 126 1378 1061 475 586 1654 11338 624
dialog 24 62 135 110 1180 839 356 483 1574 11274 619
display 543 1888 13845 10236 181500 143389 69791 73600 270847 237174 125779
draw2 19 75 244 216 2555 1908 782 11.24 3015 23821036
drawing 20 63 141 125 1427 1082 465 618 1696 1351 609
drawn 19 69 146 133 1526 1141 459 682 1,802 1433 620
dynapix 53 168 381 339 4281 3199 1286 1913 5607 468821,,82




























rSTATIC Jv1EASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE Jv1ETRE TOOL (cant.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV mOdular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
expand 52 42 475 210 3897 3239 2286 953 4490 3840 2708 1132
file_sel 58 94 255 186 2351 1858 991 867 3196 2713 1494 1219
fill 91 124 1059 622 10566 8621 5141 3480 13025 11217 6892 4326
form_corners 6 22 62 60 586 428 160 268 586 428 160 268
forwarder 92 144 401 293 3563 2729 1406 1323 5471 4717 2616 2101
fplan 764 1127 5044 3641 48739 38365 20389 17979 94536 85222 48309 36913
frame 5 33 83 81 861 601 193 409 861 601 193 409
friends 22 32 81 61 817 666 361 305 817 666 361 305
ghostview 1683 2728 15187 10226 156975 123295 65782 57512 307672 279472 162756 116716
gzip 1659 2205 11952 7829 116348 94092 54202 39887 235708 214793 127840 86953
hello 7 23 36 34 318 223 81 143 343 255 101 154
hello_dialog 15 49 92 82 841 608 241 367 1044 820 359 460
help_text 43 180 545 454 6447 4817 2014 2803 7793 6359 2957 3401
import 41 233 1469 1012 18966 14569 7049 7520 20091 15829 7870 7959
include 67 96 263 179 2167 1662 916 746 3248 2774 1595 1179
indent 550 1178 9275 6213 110892 88139 46289 41851 166572 147819 84433 63386
lander 289 493 1727 1242 16474 13051 6975 6074 28535 25228 14118 11110
man 138 291 1003 751 9719 7632 3887 3746 15338 13277 7130 6147
map_dig 23 57 130 103 1115 827 386 441 1473 1189 588 601
modal 17 59 132 113 1254 921 384 537 1531 1204 540 665
modify_btn 34 101 230 197 2209 1613 672 942 3022 2482 1170 1312
mogrify 47 275 1949 1267 25426 19611 9874 9737 26792 21093 10826 10267
montage 94 447 3614 2565 48298 37959 18612 19347 56102 46271 23688 22583
msg_area 52 179 402 359 4588 3420 1355 2064 5975 4978 2292 2687




STATIC fvfEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE fvfETRE TOOL (cont.)
modular_"1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular "2 modularN2 modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
opcom 166 196 1003 561 8275 6658 4199 2459 13294 11669 7397 4272
othello 236 358 1806 1396 17991 14452 7685 6766 29504 26079 14236 11843
paned_win1 5 32 57 55 583 407 132 275 583 407 132 275
paned_win2 7 43 101 95 1106 799 284 515 1106 799 284 515
par 561 754 4708 3070 47944 38841 22290 16556 80587 72337 42993 29344
pixmaps 26 43 99 79 948 735 366 369 1087 894 465 429
proc_traversal 8 26 56 52 504 353 127 227 549 412 168 244
prompCdlg 18 62 127 112 1167 837 332 506 1511 1196 530 667
pushb 14 36 71 65 636 463 188 275 768 606 270 336
radiobox 15 41 78 74 743 536 202 334 883 701 305 396
reason 29 72 146 122 1365 1028 462 565 1784 1462 709 753
rowcol 5 17 40 35 334 236 93 143 334 236 93 143
rpc 31 58 156 111 1330 1023 541 483 1729 1423 773 650
rs 140 213 727 509 7265 5810 3136 2673 10461 9120 5183 3937
sail 1667 2898 13578 10191 147850 119464 62037 57431 288945 262531 145326 117205
sc 2925 4532 21991 14261 221999 174321 96273 78054 466359 426422 253209 173213
segment 277 456 3063 2180 32675 26192 14035 12160 49901 44108 24852 19256
select_dig 40 106 225 199 2221 1698 749 950 3048 2536 1197 1339
show_pix 37 76 153 125 1416 1077 498 578 1896 1578 797 781
simple_radio 13 35 68 66 631 453 167 287 748 590 252 339
spreadsheet 14 28 66 57 663 525 251 274 663 525 251 274
stat 38 107 340 250 3924 3070 1499 1570 4236 3470 1784 1685
tcp_client 20 58 182 132 1974 1560 787 773 1974 1560 787 773
tcp_sock_c1ient 14 30 86 69 846 666 327 339 846 666 327 339




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL (cant.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modularN2 mOdular_sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
tcp_tlLclient 14 42 120 94 1243 964 457 507 1243 964 457 507
tcp_tli_server 16 58 209 154 2254 1738 836 902 2254 1738 836 902
text_entry 12 30 75 58 717 553 269 285 717 553 269 285
tictactoe 22 50 99 89 987 760 337 422 1160 944 441 502
toggle 17 51 104 98 1108 831 328 503 1230 981 425 556
toggle_box 36 53 128 102 1186 921 459 461 1489 1246 662 584
traversal 24 58 122 107 1229 953 432 522 1456 1186 559 627
udp_c1ient 29 65 219 168 2403 1919 956 963 2537 2076 1064 1012
udp_server 18 59 199 146 2162 1689 830 859 2162 1689 830 859
udp_sock_c1ient 14 30 97 75 939 737 369 368 939 737 369 368
udp_sock_server 12 32 100 76 961 738 358 380 961 738 358 380
udp_tlLclient 14 44 114 89 1189 920 434 486 1189 920 434 486
udp_tlLserver 13 46 140 110 1471 1126 518 608 1471 1126 518 608
unit_types 5 33 59 57 609 425 137 288 609 425 137 288
utree 4100 6633 27953 17311 271347 216146 123720 92411 606074 555246 335475 219771
uuconvert 63 83 392 274 3631 2902 1600 1302 4788 4090 2343 1747
warning 12 43 72 67 671 489 189 299 804 622 258 364
xalarm 914 1624 7061 4647 68245 54188 30052 24132 132411 119014 69452 49562
xasteroids 278 598 2754 2262 31699 25239 12169 13070 49030 43224 22360 20865
xcal 51 104 237 198 2483 1922 891 1032 3165 2671 1344 1327
xcalendar 403 773 2838 2154 28963 22431 11122 11310 50917 45228 24562 20666
xdl 86 245 1204 866 14542 11601 5850 5751 17327 14610 7737 6873
xgetftp 954 1988 7628 5421 74452 53933 25337 28593 150358 134899 75501 59398
xgopher 3216 5532 24487 16437 239773 181182 93626 87574 535889 489670 285299 204371
xnlock 253 551 2015 1551 21666 17342 8760 8583 34416 30209 16086 14123
xpostit 286 542 2481 1601 23454 17710 9362 8349 39569 34785 20245 14541



























































































































































































































































































































































































































STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY_VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS
(cont.)
PROGRAM modular n modularN modularV V LOC
-
toggle_box 80 337 2130 2130 69
traversal 90 305 1980 1980 64
udp_client 102 517 3450 3450 95
udp.server 100 474 3149 3149 81
udp_sock.client 60 232 1370 1370 39
udp_sock.server 52 214 1220 1220 39
udp_tli_client 78 299 1879 1879 47
udp_tli_server 73 347 2148 2148 52
unit.types 51 153 868 868 33
utree 4824 51228 418341 626827 9413
uuconvert 103 681 4554 4554 121
warning 66 204 1233 1233 43
xalarm 1793 13000 99568 140506 1869 ..~O1'''!
xasteroids 426 6493 56714 56714 792
xcal 136 619 4387 4387 \22.
xcalendar 1211 10147 81858 103925 1721-
xdl 261 2202 17677 17677 371
xgetftp 1632 13716 106283 146383 2653
xgopher 7355 53759 404042 690508 11769
xnlock 470 4428 37964 39305 708




Statistical measures for static and dynamic measures for
all 100 programs in the test suite
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using
the HALSTEAD and CSIZE tools
moduar_n2 modula~ modular_sumV modular_opndV .umV opndV
modular n1 modular~ modularV modular_optrV V optrV
Minimum 14 21 56 49 574 457 219 215 574 457 219 215
Maximum 1696 5661 31440 23301 427183 337901 173270 168418 674036 603466 312976 290490
Mean 122.83 453.93 3115.98 2254.62 42387.55 33778.44 16655.95 17122.27 58546.49 50531.97 26695.71 23836.21
Median 29 75 299 213 3444 2796 1387 1309 3444 2796 1387 1315
Standard 237.01 898.25 6450.61 4704.21 89910.15 71513.79 34976.57 36642.18 133389.81Deviation 116741.78 61939.40 54925.11
Kurtosis 20.50 14.37 8.40 8.58 8.29 8.24 8.39 8.37 10.29 10.64 10.79 10.71
Skewness 3.99 3.50 2.90 2.93 2.91 2.90 2.90 2.93 3.18 3.23 3.25 3.23
Statistical measures for static measures obtained by using
the 'METRE and CSIZE tools
moduar_n, modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
modular_n, modularN, modularV modular_optrV V optrV
Minimum 5 17 36 34 318 223 81 143 334 236 93 143
Maximum 4100 6633 27953 17311 271347 216146 123720 92411 r06074 555246 335475 219771
Mean 274.49 493.38 2425.60 1663.94 25680.41 20186.10 10650.31, 9536.09 46526.44 41707.97 23888.89 17819.13
Median 37 81 228 181 2238 17118 809 922 2890 2312 1062 1164
Standard 664.54 1082.32 5212.68 3461.76 53857.58 42367.91 22851.03 19607.83109654.74 99878.12 58626.71 41345.00Deviation
Kurtosis 16.27 15.81 9.94 8.50 8.03 7.92 8.99 7.11 11.85 12.19 13.17 1092
Skewness 3.84 3.76 3.07 2.90 2.84 2.83 2.95 2.73 3.34 3.38 3.49 3.23
Statistical measures obtained by using the MY_VOL and CSIZE tools
and dynamic measures obtained by using the ST_SIZEI and ST_SIZE2
tools
modular n modularN modularV V lOC st-size1 st-size2
Minimum 36 111 574 574 21 781 441
Maximum 7355 53759 418341 690508 11769 12086 6480
Mean 577.11 5374.63 42414.12 5854607 1001.22 6178.09 3339.12
Median 102.50 520.50 3561.50 3310.00 100.50 8058 4460
Standard 1129.16 11192.71 9017466 134123.77 2110.94 3742.45 1985.70Deviation
Kurtosis 15.43 8.44 8.32 10.38 10.70 -1.60 -1.59




Correlations between dynamic and static measures obtained by using the HALSTEAD and
CSIZE tools for all programs in the test suite
st_slz.1 modular_n, modulartl, modularV modula,_optJV V optrV Loe


















-0 1101 -00976 10000
-0.0801 -0.0675 0.9745 1.0000
-0.1440 -0.1318 0.9088 0.9589 1.0000
-01252 -01128 09253 0.9687 0.9954 1.0000
-0.1339 -01218 0.8939 0.9525 0.9980 0.9953 10000
-01362 -0.1240 0.8970 0.9538 0.9983 0.9961 0.9999
-01511 -01389 08916 0.9481 0.9988 0.9919 0.9983
-0.1215 -0.1093 0.8996 0.9565 0.9950 0.9973 0.9986
-0.1131 -0.1009 0.9293 0.9733 0.9957 0.9968 0.9939
-01104 -00981 0.9351 0.9756 0.9939 0.9961 09914
-01181 -0.1058093280.97240.99450.9931 0.9903
-01016 -00892 09357 0.9770 0.9909 0.9972 0.9904

























0.9986 0.9988 0.9958 1.0000
0.9893 09889 0.9877 0.9881 1.0000
Correlations between dynamic and static measures obtained by using the METRE and
CSIZE tools for all programs in the test suite
st_slze1 modular_n, modulartl, modularV modular_optJV V optrV Loe



















-0.1030 -0.0911 0.9900 1.0000
-0.1531 -01415 0.9641 0.9804 1.0000
-0.1498 -0.1381 0.9514 0.9725 0.9979 1.0000
-01632 -0.1520 0.9331 0.9594 0.9946 0.9966 1.0000
-01712 -01600 0.9318 0.9571 0.9938 0.9958 0.9997
-0.1809 -0.1695 0.9452 0.9636 0.9957 0.9945 0.9971
-0 1592 -0.1481 0.9119 0.9450 0.9871 0.9927 0.9980
-01319 -0.1203 0.9739 0.9879 0.9978 0.9943 0.9883
-0.1299 -0.1183 0.9767 0.9890 0.9970 0.9929 0.9860
-01304 -0.1188 0.9823 0.9907 0.9948 0.9885 0.9809
-0 1288 -0 1172 0.9666 0.9844 0.9978 09968 0.9911

























0.9992 0.9987 0.9961 1.0000
0.9702 0.9691 0.9665 0.9706 1.0000
Correlations between dynamic and static
measures obtained by using the MY_VOL and
CSIZE tools for all programs in the test suite






























DYNAMIC AND STATIC MEASURES FOR INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION AREAS
All of the dynamic and static measures in this appendix are as defined in Subsection 4.3












































































STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE STRING PROCESSING PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV
agrep 445 1109 13339 9780 170454 138946 71051 67895 245102 216277 117352
archie 536 1490 7926 5513 96447 78179 40676 37506 147620 129971 71858
ce 246 1080 11551 7971 158220 125876 63472 62404 202499 172066 91744
combine 134 634 2912 1709 34574 26662 14370 12290 44292 36484 20576
convert 138 668 3602 2087 43399 33610 18276 15333 54925 45189 25605
display 161 1219 16045 11621 258312 198191 90750 107440 288569 236757 117625
expand 40 40 254 154 2579 2171 1352 820 2579 2171 1352
fill 45 103 955 647 11550 9571 5245 4326 11550 9571 5245
forwarder 46 106 493 356 5368 4277 2206 2072 6153 5118 2723
fplan 360 1029 7274 5632 95287 77478 37933 39547 134736 118129 61770
friends 32 40 145 91 1456 1209 725 484 1456 1209 725
ghostview 695 3674 26676 20796 394285 314643 146466 168178 574083 498134 251845
gzip 688 2522 15352 12517 223297 182405 86330 96075 324628 286159 144712


















STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE STRING PROCESSING PROGRAMS (cant.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 mOdular_sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
include 35 58 347 215 3568 2923 1704 1218 3675 3039 1780 1259
indent 410 1553 12155 8436 164000 132220 67834 64382 225242 194928 105499 89429
man 201 367 1630 1109 17142 13968 7717 6250 25061 21919 12471 9448
mogrify 139 675 3707 2172 45042 34948 18913 16033 56843 46804 26390 20414
montage 153 787 5657 3501 73409 57222 29848 27373 90449 74735 41055 33680
opcom 74 155 1021 649 11989 9707 5342 4364 13091 11062 6340 4722
par 216 563 5051 3769 66209 54168 27725 26444 84720 73607 39170 34437
rs 38 113 856 538 10090 8161 4492 3669 10090 8161 4492 3669
sail 624 2011 18682 14185 251910 201483 97378 104103 373487 329132 173470 155662
sc 712 2922 26551 17343 362998 289280 149995 139279 519149 451256 251590 199665
segment 152 725 5186 3401 68273 54372 28295 26076 83950 69904 37588 32316
utree 897 3946 31440 20860 427183 337901 173270 164630 640240 557591 308394 249197
uuconvert 36 68 405 298 4710 3908 2094 1814 4710 3908 2094 1814
xgopher 1696 5661 29174 23301 394498 314025 145608 168418 674036 603466 312976 290490
xnlock 70 398 2528 1918 38101 30271 14243 16028 39438 32060 15495 16565
00
w

















modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
modular n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV sumV
1160 1763 12620 8877 131499 106568 57983 48592 247500 224198 128470
542 972 5438 3631 56977 45436 24658 20779 95806 85426 49389
1201 1715 10945 7231 122498 95900 50883 45019 209202 189657 111968
42 191 1204 805 14949 11631 5857 5774 15799 12592 6492
44 302 1860 1222 24087 18382 9087 9295 25996 20222 10155
543 1888 13845 10236 181500 143389 69791 73600 270847 237174 125779
52 42 475 210 3897 3239 2286 953 4490 3840 2708
91 1241059 622 10566 8621 5141 3480 1302511217 6892
92 144 401 293 3563 2729 1406 1323 5471 4717 2616
764 1127 5044 3641 48739 38365 20389 17979 94536 85222 48309
22 32 81 61 817 666 361 305 817 666 361
1683 2728 15187 10226 156975 123295 65782 57512 307672 279472 162756
1659 2205 11952 7829 116348 94092 54202 39887 235708 214793 127840


















STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE STRING PROCESSING PROGRAMS (cont.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular "2 modularN2 modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
include 67 96 263 179 2167 1662 916 746 3248 2774 1595 1179
indent 550 1178 9275 6213 110892 88139 46289 41851 166572 147819 84433 63386
man 138 291 1003 751 9719 7632 3887 3746 15338 13277 7130 6147
mogrify 47 275 1949 1267 25426 19611 9874 9737 26792 21093 10826 10267
montage 94 447 3614 2565 48298 37959 18612 19347 56102 46271 23688 22583
opcom 166 196 1003 561 8275 6658 4199 2459 13294 11669 7397 4272
par 561 754 4708 3070 47944 38841 22290 16556 80587 72337 42993 29344
rs 140 213 727 509 7265 5810 3136 2673 10461 9120 5183 3937
sail 1667 2898 13578 10191 147850 119464 62037 57431 288945 262531 145326 117205
sc 2925 4532 21991 14261 221999 174321 96273 78054 466359 426422 253209 173213
segment 277 456 3063 2180 32675 26192 14035 12160 49901 44108 24852 19256
utree 4100 6633 27953 17311 271347 216146 123720 92411 606074 555246 335475 219771
uuconvert 63 83 392 274 3631 2902 1600 1302 4788 4090 2343 1747
xgopher 3216 5532 24487 16437 239773 181182 93626 87574 535889 489670 285299 204371




STATIC IvfEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS
FOR THE STRlNG PROCESSING PROGRAMS
PROGRAM modular n modularN modularV V LOC
-agrep 1788 23828 175228 257441 3465 y
archie 2024 13818 99287 151763 2918
ce 1317 19717 159795 204328 4238
combine 760 4454 33316 42624 1067
convert 799 5534 42253 53359 1367
display 1375 27354 255843 285171 4898
xpand 80 429 2712 2712 11)6
fill 148 1589 11456 11456 324
Jorwarder 153 872 5514 6328 189
fplan 1381 13095 96905 136600 219~,\/
r riends 73 237 1467 ,. 1467 \...1 ...
ghostview 4357 47920 397381 579311 8475
gzip 3147 27083 216236 314698 5220"
import 769 4873 36606 46717 1131
-finclude 86 561 3605 3605 113
indent 1949 21769 173151 237903 4660, v'-
man 566 2752 17218 25166 626
mogrify 807 5715 43827 55186 1374 I
montage 931 8905 71510 87827 1805 ,
pcom 230 1656 11179 12992 311
par 783 9112 68437 87592 1430
rs 152 1380 10002 1002 .3.43
sail 2644 32715 250657 371921 ~!.~v l-/
sc 3616 44648 369433 527749 8343
segment 874 8290 66103 81006 1749
utree 4824 51228 418341 626827 9413
J':~uconvert 103 681 4554 4554 121
xgopher 7355 53759 404042 690508 11769
xnlock 470 4428 37964 39305 708
------------
87













































STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE NETWORK PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
conc_serv 56 117 402 243- 3951 3155 1807 1348 4795 4004 2335 1669
rpc 46 56 212 128 1935 1574 956 617 2269 1914 1171 743
tcp_client 31 65 268 163 2838 2309 1328 982 2838 2309 1328 982
tcp_sock_c1ient 21 41 134 90 1334 1071 589 482 1334 1071 589 482
tcp_sock_server 24 41 162 103 1596 1295 743 552 1596 1295 743 552
tcp_tli_c1ient 22 53 200 125 2024 1608 892 716 2024 1608 892 716
tcp_tli_server 23 62 300 183 3096 2447 1357 1090 3096 2447 1357 1090
udp_client 32 70 309 207 3443 2814 1545 1269 3443 2814 1545 1269
udp_server 27 73 298 187 3222 2574 1417 1157 3222 2574 1417 1157
udp_sock_c1ient 21 39 146 94 1418 1138 641 497 1418 1138 641 497
udp_sock_server 18 34 131 86 1237 984 546 438 1237 984 546 438
udp_tli_client 23 55 191 119 1948 1552 864 688 1948 1552 864 688
udp_tli_server 20 53 220 138 2216 1741 951 790 2216 1741 951 790
00
00
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE NETWORK PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularNz modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
conc serv 39 105 271 197 2736 2133 1079 1054 3356 2755 1432 1323
rpc 31 58 156 111 1330 1023 541 483 1729 1423 773 650
tcp_client 20 58 182 132 1974 1560 787 773 1974 1560 787 773
tcp_sock_client 14 30 86 69 846 666 327 339 846 666 327 339
tcp_sock_server 18 40 128 91 1283 1018 534 484 1283 1018 534 484
tcp_tli_client 14 42 120 94 1243 964 457 507 1243 964 457 507
tcp_tli_server 16 58 209 154 2254 1738 836 902 2254 1738 836 902
udp_c1ient 29 65 219 168 2403 1919 956 963 2537 2076 1064 1012
udp_server 18 59 199 146 2162 1689 830 859 2162 1689 830 859
udp_sock_c1ient 14 30 97 75 939 737 369 368 939 737 369 368
udp_sock_server 12 32 100 76 961 738 358 380 961 738 358 380
udp_tlLclient 14 44 114 89 1189 920 434 486 1189 920 434 486




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS
FOR THE NETWORK PROGRAMS
PROGRAM modular n modularN modularV V LOe
-conc_serv 3873 172 634 4708 119
rpc 1924 100 353 2345 83
tcp_c1ient 2851 96 433 2851 86
tcp_sock_client 1304 62 219 1304 40
tcp_sock_server 1596 65 265 1596 52
tcp_tli_client 1962 75 315 1962 53
tcp_tli_server 3038 85 474 3038 83
udp_client 3450 102 517 3450 95
udp_server 3149 100 474 3149 81
udp_sock_c1ient 1370 60 232 1370 39
udp_sock_server 1220 52 214 1220 39
udp_tli_client 1879 78 299 1879 47
udp tli server 2148 73 347 2148 52

























































STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE NUMERIC PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
animate 171 1024 8473 5399 120469 93097 46883 46214 141811 116841 62851 53990
combine 134 634 2912 1709 34574 26662 14370 12290 44292 36484 20576 15908
convert 138 668 3602 2087 43399 33610 18276 15333 54925 45189 25605 19584
display 161 1219 16045 11621 258312 198191 90750 107440 288569 236757 117625 119132
fplan 360 1029 7274 5632 95287 77478 37933 39547 134736 118129 61770 56360
import 132 645 3186 1876 38029 29263 15687 13576 48604 39952 22443 17509
lander 177 489 2157 1729 28215 23232 11450 11782 36448 31554 16108 15446
mogrify 139 675 3707 2172 45042 34948 18913 16033 56843 46804 26390 20414
montage 153 787 5657 3501 73409 57222 29848 27373 90449 74735 41055 33680
othello 47 146 2420 1774 31843 26197 13442 12755 31843 26197 13442 12755
sail 624 2011 18682 14185 251910 201483 97378 104103 373487 329132 173470 155662
sc 712 2922 26551 17343 362998 289280 149995 139279 519149 451256 251590 199665
segment 152 725 5186 3401 68273 54372 28295 26076 83950 69904 37588 32316
stat 39 104 483 339 5885 4824 2553 2271 5885 4824 2553 2271
uuconvert 36 68 405 298 4710 3908 2094 1814 4710 3908 2094 1814
xasteroids 54 361 3468 2921 55565 44774 19958 24816 55565 44774 19958 24816
xdl 47 215 1204 957 17360 14103 6688 7415 17360 14103 6688 7415
\0
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE NUMERIC PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
animate 162 834 6167 4397 84944 66306 31818 34487 105217 87933 45265 42668
combine 42 191 1204 805 14949 11631 5857 5774 15799 12592 6492 6100
convert 44 302 1860 1222 24087 18382 9087 9295 25996 20222 10155 10067
display 543 1888 13845 10236 181500 143389 69791 73600 270847 237174 125779 111395
fplan 764 1127 5044 3641 48739 38365 20389 17979 94536 85222 48309 36913
import 41 233 1469 1012 18966 14569 7049 7520 20091 15829 7870 7959
lander 289 493 1727 1242 16474 13051 6975 6074 28535 25228 14118 11110
mogrify 47 275 1949 1267 25426 19611 9874 9737 26792 21093 10826 10267
montage 94 447 3614 2565 48298 37959 18612 19347 56102 46271 23688 22563
othello 236 358 1806 1396 17991 14452 7685 6766 29504 26079 14236 11843
sail 1667 2898 13578 10191 147850 119464 62037 57431 288945 262531 145326 117205
sc 2925 4532 21991 14261 221999 174321 96273 78054 466359 426422 253209 173213
segment 277 456 3063 2180 32675 26192 14035 12160 49901 44108 24852 19256
stat 38 107 340 250 3924 3070 1499 1570 4236 3470 1784 1685
uuconvert 63 83 392 274 3631 2902 1600 1302 4788 4090 2343 1747
xasteroids 278 598 2754 2262 31699 25239 12169 13070 49030 43224 22360 20865




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS









































































DYNM1IC MEASURES FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS
ORDERED BY st-size1
PROGRAM st-size1 st-size2 PROGRAM st-size1 st-size2
form_corners 9033 4846 othello 2342 1303
tictactoe 9034 5650 xdl 2643 1432
traversal 9069 4864 xasteroids 2856 1558
warning 9071 4869 combine 4691 2530
modal 9073 4870 import 4691 2530
reason 9073 4870 animate 4803 2581
dialog 9077 4872 display 5087 2729
arrow 9083 4872 xnlock 7768 4535
hello_dialog 9085 4876 xtalk 7844 4222
show_pix 9088 4881 xcalendar 7915 4262
ask_user_simple 9088 4878 xpostit 7946 4271
map_dig 9096 4882 xalarm 8170 4384
ask_user 9190 4939 radiobox 8704 4666
ghostview 9208 5036 entry_cb 8718 4673
xcal 9465 5082 pixmaps 8738 4683
action_area 9787 5238 toggle 8738 4683
spreadsheet 10249 4747 frame 8747 4690
xgopher 10305 5634 toggle_box 8777 4707
paned_\Nin1 10401 5559 drawing 8779 4707
paned_win2 10401 5559 draw2 8780 4708
unit_types 10401 5559 arrow_timer 8782 4708
text_entry 10568 5476 roweol 8798 4717
help_text 10867 5813 hello 8800 4718
prompt_dig 10931 5842 proc_traversal 8800 4718
select_dIg 11014 5890 pushb 8800 4718
modify_btn 11019 5887 multLclick 8815 4726
cmd_area 11217 6000 simple_radio 8824 4730
file_sel 11312 6051 comers 8960 4806
dynapix 11394 6094 drawn 9025 4841




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
action_area 32 119 416 395 5870 4803 2080 2723 5870 4803 2080 2723
animate 171 1024 8473 5399 120469 93097 46883 46214 141811 116841 62851 53990
arrow 16 40 133 111 1417 1123 532 591 1417 1123 532 591
arrow timer 27 73 210 196 2697 2212 999 1213 2697 2212 999 1213
ask_user 28 92 303 264 3916 3179 1457 1722 3916 3179 1457 1722
ask_user_simple 18 40 102 80 1066 851 425 426 1066 851 425 426
attach 15 30 82 72 846 674 320 353 846 674 320 353
cmd area 25 89 252 210 3157 2530 1170 1360 3157 2530 1170 1360
combine 134 634 2912 1709 34574 26662 14370 12290 44292 36484 20576 15908
comers 21 61 191 163 2251 1806 839 967 2251 1806 839 967
dialog 17 57 158 153 1931 1538 646 892 1931 1538 646 892
display 161 1219 16045 11621 258312 198191 90750 107440 288569 236757 117625 119132
draw2 22 80 285 264 3663 2940 1271 1669 3663 2940 1271 1669
drawing 20 72 174 165 2211 1770 752 1018 2211 1770 752 1018
drawn 21 64 184 169 2263 1822 808 1014 2263 1822 808 1014
dynapix 26 139 487 433 6777 5372 2289 3083 6777 5372 2289 3083
entry_cb 20 42 110 97 1233 998 475 523 1233 998 475 523
file_sel 35 96 356 258 4319 3525 1826 1699 4319 3525 1826 1699
form_corners 14 29 93 74 906 714 354 359 906 714 354 359
frame 17 40 152 126 1622 1292 621 671 1622 1292 621 671
ghostview 695 3674 26676 20796 394285 314643 146466 168178 574083 498134 251845 246290
hello 15 32 56 58 633 509 219 290 633 509 219 290
\0
VI
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS (cont.)
modular_n, modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modula~ modular_sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
hello_dialog 17 52 131 126 1570 1254 535 718 1570 1254 535 718
help_text 28 170 607 521 8606 6778 2918 3860 8606 6778 2918 3860
import 132 645 3186 1876 38029 29263 15687 13576 48604 39952 22443 17509
map_dig 22 63 153 145 1910 1549 682 867 1910 1549 682 867
modal 21 62 161 151 1989 1606 707 899 1989 1606 707 899
modify_btn 23 82 264 249 3444 2777 1194 1583 3444 2777 1194 1583
msg_area 25 146 510 458 7180 5661 2368 3293 7180 5661 2368 3293
multi_click 20 49 113 103 1319 1067 488 578 1319 1067 488 578
othello 47 146 2420 1774 31843 26197 13442 12755 31843 26197 13442 12755
paned_win1 14 36 80 67 830 651 305 346 830 651 305 346
paned_win2 14 46 119 106 1329 1039 453 585 1329 1039 453 585
pixmaps 29 50 129 100 1444 1191 627 564 1444 1191 627 564
proc_traversal 15 33 84 79 910 727 328 399 910 727 328 399
prompt_dig 18 62 151 151 1909 1529 630 899 1909 1529 630 899
pushb 19 41 98 88 1099 888 416 471 1099 888 416 471
radiobox 19 42 109 98 1228 991 463 528 1228 991 463 528
reason 25 64 184 157 2208 1796 854 942 2208 1796 854 942
roweol 15 21 62 49 574 457 242 215 574 457 242 215
select_dig 33 95 337 284 4347 3566 1700 1866 4347 3566 1700 "1866
show_pix 29 77 228 194 2839 2323 1108 1216 2839 2323 1108 1216
\D
0\
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS (cont.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
simple_radio 17 37 93 87 1036 833 380 453 1036 833 380 453
spreadsheet 23 37 95 80 1034 846 430 417 1034 846 430 417
texCentry 17 39 99 74 1005 796 405 391 1005 796 405 391
tictactoe 22 58 129 122 1587 1290 575 715 1587 1290 575 715
toggle 20 57 134 123 1611 1297 579 717 1611 1297 579 717
toggle_box 25 54 186 145 2087 1698 864 834 2087 1698 864 834
traversal 23 67 153 141 1909 1547 692 855 1909 1547 692 855
unit_types 14 37 82 69 857 672 312 359 857 672 312 359
warning 18 48 104 94 1197 959 434 525 1197 959 434 525
xalarm 354 1449 8264 5563 106147 84708 43759 40946 149555 128392 69976 58416
xasteroids 54 361 3468 2921 55565 44774 19958 24816 55565 44774 19958 24816
xcal 34 103 343 267 4330 3530 1745 1785 4330 3530 1745 1785
xcalendar 221 986 5508 4557 81300 65560 30017 35543 103038 88217 42896 45321
xdl 47 215 1204 957 17360 14103 6688 7415 17360 14103 6688 7415
xgetftp 309 1326 7987 6057 109055 85710 40219 45491 149921 128893 66064 62828
xgopher 1696 5661 29174 23301 394498 314025 145608 168418 674036 603466 312976 290490
xnlock 70 398 2528 1918 38101 30271 14243 16028 39438 32060 15495 16565
xpostit 234 747 2597 2158 34577 27895 12958 14937 47256 41037 20439 20598
xtalk 30 167 791 602 10618 8326 3881 4445 10618 8326 3881 4445
\D
--J
rSTATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularNz modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
action area 59 152 282 263 2965 2266 964 1303 4208 3565 1659 1906
animate 162 834 6167 4397 84944 66306 31818 34487 105217 87933 45265 42668
arrow 6 38 113 107 1201 854 292 562 1201 854 292 562
arrow timer 32 79 154 141 1588 1194 495 698 2004 1659 770 889
ask user 38 92 202 181 1999 1524 660 864 2690 2241 1060 1181
ask_user_simple 12 33 78 66 791 613 280 333 791 613 280 333
attach 5 27 60 58 590 415 139 276 590 415 139 276
cmd_area 23 83 231 180 2422 1752 746 1007 2765 2192 1045 1148
combine 42 191 1204 805 14949 11631 5857 5774 15799 12592 6492 6100
comers 21 51 142 126 1378 1061 475 586 1654 1338 624 715
dialog 24 62 135 110 1180 839 356 483 1574 1274 619 655
display 543 1888 13845 10236 181500 143389 69791 73600 270847 237174 125779 111395
draw2 19 75 244 216 2555 1908 782 1124 3015 2382 1036 1345
drawing 20 63 141 125 1427 1082 465 618 1696 1357 609 747
drawn 19 69 146 133 1526 1141 459 682 1802 1433 620 812
dynapix 53 168 381 339 4281 3199 1286 1913 5607 4688 2182 2506
entry_cb 21 35 70 60 635 492 241 251 755 615 307 308
file sel 58 94 255 186 2351 1858 991 867 3196 2713 1494 1219
form_corners 6 22 62 60 586 428 160 268 586 428 160 268
frame 5 33 83 81 861 601 193 409 861 601 193 409
ghostview 1683 2728 15187 10226 156975 123295 65782 57512 307672 279472 162756 116716
hello 7 23 36 34 318 223 81 143 343 255 101 154
\D
00





















modular_n, modularN, modularV modular_optrV V
modular n2 modularN2 modular_sumV modular_opndV
43 180 545 454 6447 4817 2014 2803 7793
41 233 1469 1012 18966 14569 7049 7520 20091
23 57 130 103 1115 827 386 441 1473
17 59 132 113 1254 921 384 537 1531
34 101 230 197 2209 1613 672 942 3022
52 179 402 359 4588 3420 1355 2064 5975
20 45 75 67 660 479 199 279 855
236 358 1806 1396 17991 14452 7685 6766 29504
5 32 57 55 583 407 132 275 583
7 43 101 95 1106 799 284 515 1106
26 43 99 79 948 735 366 369 1087
8 26 56 52 504 353 127 227 549
18 62 127 112 1167 837 332 506 1511
14 36 71 65 636 463 188 275 768
15 41 78 74 743 536 202 334 883
29 72 146 122 1365 1028 462 565 1784
5 17 40 35 334 236 93 143 334
40 106 225 199 2221 1698 749 950 3048































































STATIC lv1EASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS (cont.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
spreadsheet 14 28 66 57 663 525 251 274 663 525 251 274
text_entry 12 30 75 58 717 553 269 285 717 553 269 285
tictactoe 22 50 99 89 987 760 337 422 1160 944 441 502
toggle 17 51 104 98 1108 831 328 503 1230 981 425 556
toggle_box 36 53 128 102 1186 921 459 461 1489 1246 662 584
traversal 24 58 122 107 1229 953 432 522 1456 1186 559 627
unit_types 5 33 59 57 609 425 137 288 609 425 137 288
warning 12 43 72 67 671 489 189 299 804 622 258 364
xalarm 914 1624 7061 4647 68245 54188 30052 24132 132411 119014 69452 49562
xasteroids 278 598 2754 2262 31699 25239 12169 13070 49030 43224 22360 20865
xcal 51 104 237 198 2483 1922 891 1032 3165 2671 1344 1327
xcalendar 403 773 2838 2154 28963 22431 11122 11310 50917 45228 24562 20666
xdl 86 245 1204 866 14542 11601 5850 5751 17327 14610 7737 6873
xgetftp 954 1988 7628 5421 74452 53933 25337 28593 150358 134899 75501 59398
xgopher 3216 5532 24487 16437 239773 181182 93626 87574 535889 489670 285299 204371
xnlock 253 551 2015 1551 21666 17342 8760 8583 34416 30209 16086 14123
xpostit 286 542 2481 1601 23454 17710 9362 8349 39569 34785 20245 14541




STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS
























































































































































STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY_VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS
FOR THE GRAPHICS PROGRAMS (cont.)
PROGRAM modular n modularN modularV V LOC
-othello 192 4039 30636 30636 560
paned_win1 50 149 841 841 32
paned_win2 60 230 1359 1359 44
pixmaps 78 234 1471 1471 49
proc_traversal 48 167 933 933 34
prompt-dig 80 310 1960 1960 57
pushb 60 188 1110 1110 38
radiobox 62 215 1280 1280 40
reason 90 358 2324 2324 65
rowcol 36 111 574 574 21
select_dig 128 646 4522 4522 128
show-pix 58 178 1043 1043 37
simple_radio 55 187 1081 1081 38
spreadsheet 60 181 1069 1069 34
text_entry 56 177 1028 1028 37
tictactoe 80 261 1650 1650 53
toggle 78 263 1653 1653 54
toggle_box 80 337 2130 2130 69
traversal 90 305 1980 1980 64
unit_types 51 153 868 868 33
warning 66 204 1233 1233 43
. xalarm 1793 13000 99568 140506 18q9 '~.lC' A-
xasteroids 426 6493 56714 56714 792
xeal 136 619 4387 4387 122
xcalendar 1211 10147 81858 103925 1722
xdl 261 2202 17677 17677 (371 I,. /'
xgetftp 1632 13716 106283 146383 [2653_' ._.~
xgopher 7355 53759 404042 690508 11769
xnlock 470 4428 37964 39305 708
xpostit 985 4797 34883 47701 973
xtalk 196 1378 10493 10493 230
DYNAMIC rvlliASURES FOR THE MOTIF PROGRAMS
ORDERED BY st-sizel
PROGRAM st-size1 st-size2 PROGRAM st-size1 st-size2
radiobox 8704 4666 reason 9073 4870
entry_cb 8718 4673 dialog 9077 4872
pixmaps 8738 4683 arrow 9083 4872
toggle 8738 4683 hello_dialog 9085 4876
frame 8747 4690 show--:pix 9088 4881
toggle_box 8777 4707 ask_user_simple 9088 4878
drawing 8779 4707 map_dig 9096 4882
draw2 8780 4708 ask_user 9190 4939
arrow_timer 8782 4708 xcal 9465 5082
rowcol 8798 4717 action_area 9787 5238
hello 8800 4718 spreadsheet 10249 4747
proc_traversal 8800 4718 paned_win1 10401 5559
pushb 8800 4718 paned_win2 10401 5559
multi_click 8815 4726 unit_types 10401 5559
simple_radio 8824 4730 text_entry 10568 5476
corners 8960 4806 help_text 10867 5813
drawn 9025 4841 prompt_dig 10931 5842
attach 9032 4845 select_dig 11014 5890
form_corners 9033 4846 modify_btn 11019 5887
tictactoe 9034 5650 cmd_area 11217 6000
traversal 9069 4864 file_sel 11312 6051
warning 9071 4869 dynapix 11394 6094
modal 9073 4870 msg area 11395 6095
103
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE MOTIF PROGRAMS
modulaC"1 modularN1 modularV mOdular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular "2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
action area 32 119 416 395 5870 4803 2080 2723 5870 4803 2080 2723
arrow 16 40 133 111 1417 1123 532 591 1417 1123 532 591
arrow timer 27 73 210 196 2697 2212 999 1213 2697 2212 999 1213
ask_user 28 92 303 264 3916 3179 1457 1722 3916 3179 1457 1722
ask_user_simple 18 40 102 80 1066 851 425 426 1066 851 425 426
attach 15 30 82 72 846 674 320 353 846 674 320 353
cmd_area 25 89 252 210 3157 2530 1170 1360 3157 2530 1170 1360
comers 21 61 191 163 2251 1806 839 967 2251 1806 839 967
dialog 17 57 158 153 1931 1538 646 892 1931 1538 646 892
draw2 22 80 285 264 3663 2940 1271 1669 3663 2940 1271 1669
drawing 20 72 174 165 2211 1770 752 1018 2211 1770 752 1018
drawn 21 64 184 169 2263 1822 808 1014 2263 1822 808 1014
dynapix 26 139 487 433 6777 5372 2289 3083 6777 5372 2289 3083
entry_cb 20 42 110 97 1233 998 475 523 1233 998 475 523
file_sel 35 96 356 258 4319 3525 1826 1699 4319 3525 1826 1699
form_corners 14 29 93 74 906 714 354 359 906 714 354 359
frame 17 40 152 126 1622 1292 621 671 1622 1292 621 671
hello 15 32 56 58 633 509 219 290 633 509 219 290
hello_dialog 17 52 131 126 1570 1254 535 718 1570 1254 535 718
help_text 28 170 607 521 8606 6778 2918 3860 8606 6778 2918 3860
map_dig 22 63 153 145 1910 1549 682 867 1910 1549 682 867
modal 21 62 161 151 1989 1606 707 899 1989 1606 707 899
o
~
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE HALSTEAD TOOL FOR THE MOTIF PROGRAMS (cant.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular_opndV sumV opndV
msg_area 25 146 510 458 7180 5661 2368 3293 7180 5661 2368 3293
multi_click 20 49 113 103 1319 1067 488 578 1319 1067 488 578
paned_win1 14 36 80 67 830 651 305 346 830 651 305 346
paned_win2 14 46 119 106 1329 1039 453 585 1329 1039 453 585
pixmaps 29 50 129 100 1444 1191 627 564 1444 1191 627 564
proc_traversal 15 33 84 79 910 727 328 399 910 727 328 399
prompt_dig 18 62 151 151 1909 1529 630 899 1909 1529 630 899
pushb 19 41 98 88 1099 888 416 471 1099 888 416 471
radiobox 19 42 109 98 1228 991 463 528 1228 991 463 528
reason 25 64 184 157 2208 1796 854 942 2208 1796 854 942
rowcol 15 21 62 49 574 457 242 215 574 457 242 215
select_dig 33 95 337 284 4347 3566 1700 1866 4347 3566 1700 1866
show_pix 29 77 228 194 2839 2323 1108 1216 2839 2323 1108 1216
simple_radio 17 37 93 87 1036 833 380 453 1036 833 380 453
spreadsheet 23 37 95 80 1034 846 430 417 1034 846 430 417
text_entry 17 39 99 74 1005 796 405 391 1005 796 405 391
tictactoe 22 58 129 122 1587 1290 575 715 1587 1290 575 715
toggle 20 57 134 123 1611 1297 579 717 1611 1297 579 717
toggle_box 25 54 186 145 2087 1698 864 834 2087 1698 864 834
traversal 23 67 153 141 1909 1547 692 855 1909 1547 692 855
unit_types 14 37 82 69 857 672 312 359 857 672 312 359
warning 18 48 104 94 1197 959 434 525 1197 959 434 525
xcal 34 103 343 267 4330 3530 1745 1785 4330 3530 1745 1785
o
Vo
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE MOTIF PROGRAMS
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular_n2 modular~ modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
action area 59 152 282 263 2965 2266 964 1303 4208 3565 1659 1906
arrow 6 38 113 107 1201 854 292 562 1201 854 292 562
arrow_timer 32 79 154 141 1588 1194 495 698 2004 1659 770 889
ask user 38 92 202 181 1999 1524 660 864 2690 2241 1060 1181
ask_user_simple 12 33 78 66 791 613 280 333 791 613 280 333
attach 5 27 60 58 590 415 139 276 590 415 139 276
cmd area 23 83 231 180 2422 1752 746 1007 2765 2192 1045 1148
comers 21 51 142 126 1378 1061 475 586 1654 1338 624 715
dialog 24 62 135 110 1180 839 356 483 1574 1274 619 655
draw2 19 75 244 216 2555 1908 782 1124 3015 2382 1036 1345
drawing 20 63 141 125 1427 1082 465 618 1696 1357 609 747
drawn 19 69 146 133 1526 1141 459 682 1802 1433 620 812
dynapix 53 168 381 339 4281 3199 1286 1913 5607 4688 2182 2506
entry_cb 21 35 70 60 635 492 241 251 755 615 307 308
file sel 58 94 255 186 2351 1858 991 867 3196 2713 1494 1219
form_corners 6 22 62 60 586 428 160 268 586 428 160 268
frame 5 33 83 81 861 601 193 409 861 601 193 409
hello 7 23 36 34 318 223 81 143 343 255 101 154
hello_dialog 15 49 92 82 841 608 241 367 1044 820 359 460
help_text 43 180 545 454 6447 4817 2014 2803 7793 6359 2957 3401
map_dig 23 57 130 103 1115 827 386 441 1473 1189 588 601
modal 17 59 132 113 1254 921 384 537 1531 1204 540 665
o
0'1
STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE METRE TOOL FOR THE MOTIF PROGRAMS (cont.)
modular_n1 modularN1 modularV modular_optrV V optrV
PROGRAM modular n2 modularN2 modular sumV modular opndV sumV opndV
msg_area 52 179 402 359 4588 3420 1355 2064 5975 4978 2292 2687
multi_click 20 45 75 67 660 479 199 279 855 692 324 368
paned_win 1 5 32 57 55 583 407 132 275 583 407 132 275
paned_win2 7 43 101 95 1106 799 284 515 1106 799 284 515
pixmaps 26 43 99 79 948 735 366 369 1087 894 465 429
proc_traversal 8 26 56 52 504 353 127 227 549 412 168 244
prompt_dig 18 62 127 112 1167 837 332 506 15111196 530 667
pushb 14 36 71 65 636 463 188 275 768 606 270 336
radiobox 15 41 78 74 743 536 202 334 883 701 305 396
reason 29 72 146 122 1365 1028 462 565 1784 1462 709 753
rowcol 5 17 40 35 334 236 93 143 334 236 93 143
select_dig 40 106 225 199 2221 1698 749 950 3048 2536 1197 1339
show_pix 37 76 153 125 1416 1077 498 578 1896 1578 797 781
simple_radio 13 35 68 66 631 453 167 287 748 590 252 339
spreadsheet 14 28 66 57 663 525 251 274 663 525 251 274
text_entry 12 30 75 58 717 553 269 285 717 553 269 285
tictactoe 22 50 99 89 987 760 337 422 1160 944 441 502
toggle 17 51 104 98 1108 831 328 503 1230 981 425 556
toggle_box 36 53 128 102 1186 921 459 461 1489 1246 662 584
traversal 24 58 122 107 1229 953 432 522 1456 1186 559 627
uniCtypes 5 33 59 57 609 425 137 288 609 425 137 288
warning 12 43 72 67 671 489 189 299 804 622 258 364





STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS


























































































































STATIC MEASURES OBTAINED BY USING THE MY VOL AND CSIZE TOOLS






































































LEX SPECIFICATION AND SHELL SCRIPT USED IN THE HALSTEAD TOOL
LEX SPECIFICATION
# This routine comes with the "Crnetrics" package taken from
# archive of USENET newsgroup "cornp.software-eng" available at
# ftp.qucis.quensu.ca/pub/software-eng/software/cmetrics as
# metrics.tar.gz.
# This lex routine breaks up C programs into operators and operands;
# operands go to stdout, operators go to stderr.
# This routine expects comments and strings to be stripped first.
# They were stripped by using "stripstr" and "stripcorn" tools that come
# along with the "Crnetrics" package.
%%
(\'.\' 1\'\\.\' 1\'\\[O-9]+\T) (
/* character constants go to operand output */



























/* delete delimiters */




sizeof/([ \t\(] 1$) {
































] [a-zA-ZO-9 ) * {
/~ catch operand names */





SHELL SCRIPT TO COMPUTE THE VOLUME METRIC
# HALSTEAD
# This shell routine computes Halstead's Software Science Metrics
# including the volume metric.
# It comes with the "Cmetrics" package available from archive of USENET
# newsgroup comp.sofware-eng at ftp site ftp.qucis.queensu.ca in the
# directory "/pub/software-eng/software/cmetrics.
# A few modifications were made to the original script available with
# the "Cmetrics" package. Changes were made to compute voll, VOL2,





number of unique operators
number of unique operands
number of total operators
number of total operands





# open temporary file in '/tmp' directory for input and output
vol=/tmp/$$.vol
<>${vol}
# trap on interrupt
trap '/bin/rm -f ${n1) ${n2} $(Nll ${N2} ${vol)
# if file name is not specified exit with message
if [ $# -It 1 ]
then
echo "usage: $0 <file> [<file>]"
exit 1
fi
exit I' 1 2 15
# for each file get the statistics to temp file 'vol'
for file in $*
do
# strip comments with 'stripcom' and then pipe output to
# 'stripstr' to strip strings. This output is fed to
# 'c halsfilt' to parse it to N1
# 'c-halsfilt' prints Nl to stderror.
# sort the output on stdout to N2
stripcom $ (file 1 I stripstr 1\
c halsfilt 2> $ (NIl 1\
awk' ( for ( I = 1; I <= NF; I++) print $I;] 1\
sort> $(N2l
# sort for unique terms to nl and n2
------------
113
sort -u ${Nl} > $(nl)
uniq < ${N2} > ${n2}
# count the no. Of lines in each files, nl, n2, NI, N2 to
# get no. Of operators, operands, unique operators, and unique
# operands.




if ( ! getline )
printf("%s: no line count for nl\n", ""'$0""');
u_opators = $1;
if ( ! getline )
printf("%s: no line count for n2\n", '''''$0''''');
u opands = $1;
if ( ! getline )
printf("%s: no line count for Nl\n", '''''$0''''');
t_opators = $1;
if ( !getline )
printf{"%s: no line count for N2\n", "'''$0''''');
t_opands = $1;
# program length: N = Nl + N2
#
pg_length = t_opators + t_opands;
# program volume: V N log<base2> (nl + n2)
#
# CHECK TO SEE NUM. NOT EQUAL TO ZERO.
if ((u_opators + u_opandsl != 0)
pg_volume = pg_length * (log(u_opators + u_opands)/log(2));
opator_volume-prime = (t opators) * (log(u opators)/log(2));
opand_volurne-prime = (t_opands) * (log(u_opands)/log(2));
pg_volume-prime = (opator_volume-prime) + (opand_volume-prime);
printf("%s\t%d\t%.Of\n,\
File, pg length, pg volume);
printf("i6.0f\t%6.0~\t%6.0f\t",u opators, u opands, t_opators);



























u opators t = u opators t + $2;
u-opands t = u opands t-+ $3;
t-opators t = t opators t + $4;
t-opands t = t opands t-+ $5;
vOll_t +~ $6; - -






# vol2 = (NI + N2) * log (nl + n2)
vol2 = (t opators t + t_opands t)
u_opands=t)/log(2) ); *
opr_vol2-rrime = (t_opators_t) * (log(u_opators_tl/log(2));
opd_vol2-rrime = (t_opands_t) * (log(u_opands_t)/log(2));





"nl_t", "n2_t", "Nl t", "N2_t"l;




printf("%6s\t%6s\t%6s\t%6s\n", "VOL2", "voI2", "or_v2", "od_v2");
printf("%6.0f,%6.0f,%6.0f,",vol2,vol2-rrime,opr_vo12-rrime);
printf("%6.0f, It, opd_vo12yrime);
/bin/rm $(nl) $(n2) $(Nl) $(N2) $(vol)
exit 0
APPENDIXF
LEX SPECIFICATION AND SHELL SCRIPT USED IN THE MY VOL TOOL
LEX SPECIFICATION
/* Lex specification to parse an input C program for MY VOL. */
/* This routine recognizes the tokens and prints to standard output */
/* This was derived from the Lex specification written by Jeff Lee for */
/* April 30, 1985 ANSI C draft. It is available at archive of USENET */
/* newsgroup comp.language.c at ftp site ftp.uu.net as */
/* usenet.net.sources/ansi.c.grammar.Z. */
/* A few modifications were made to the original version to make it */
/* suitable for the experiment */








































"extern" { printf ( %s\n" , yytext) ; )
"float" ( printf I %s\n" , yytext) ; }
"for" ( printf ( %s\n", yytext); )
"goto" ( printf ( %s\n" , yytext) ; )
"if" { printf ( %s\n", yytext) ; }
"int" ( printf ( %s\n" , yytext) ; }
"long" ( printf ( %s\n" , yytext); }
"register" { printf ( %s\n", yytext); }
"return" { printf (" %s\n" , yytext); }
"short" ( printf{" %s\n", yytext) ; }
"signed" { printf(" %s\n" , yytextl; }
"sizeof" { printf{" %s\n", yytextl; }
"static" ( printf{" %s\n", yytextl; )
"struct" ( printf(" %s\n" , yytextl; )
"switch" ( printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ; 1
"typedef" { printf (" %s\n" , yytext); 1
"union" ( printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ; 1
"unsigned" ( printf(" %s\n", yytext); )
"void" ( printf(" %s\n", yytext) ; }
"volatile" ( printf(" %s\n", yytext) ; )
"while" ( printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ; )
{Ll({Lll{D))* printf(" %s\n", yytext) ;
o [xX J {H 1+ { IS} ? printfl" %s\n" , yytext) ;
O{D)+{IS}? printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ;
{D}+{IS}? printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ;
'(\\.I [A\\') )+' printf(" %s\n", yytext);
(D) + ( E ) ( FS )? printf(" %s\n" , yytext);
( D ) * " . " ( D) + ( ( E ) ) ? { FS } ? printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ;
(D) +". " {D 1* ( {E) ) ? (FS) ? printf!" %s\n" , yytext) ;
\" (\\. I IA\\") )*\" printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ;
" " ( printf(" %s\n" , yytext) ; J
"»=" ( printf (' %s\n" , yytext) ; )
11«=11 ( printf( %s\n", yytext) ; J
"+=" ( printf( %s\n", yytext) ; )
"_=" ( printf( %s\n", yytext) ; )
"*=11 ( printf{ %s\n", yytext) ; }
"/=" ( printf( %s\n , yytext) ; J
"%=11 { printf ( %s\n , yytext) ; )
"&=11 { printf ( %s\n , yytext) ; I
IIA=" ( printf! %s\n , yytext) ; )
" 1=" ( printf! %s\n , yytext) ; )
"» ( printf! %s\n , yytext) ; )
"« ( printf! %s\n , yytext) ; }
"++ { printf! %s\n " yytextl; }
{ printf! %s \n" , yytextl; }
" -> { printf(" %s\n ", yytextl; }
"&& ( printf(" %s\n , yytext) ; }
"I I { printf (" %s\n , yytextl; )
11<== ( printf(" %s\n , yytext) ; J
11>= ( printf(" %s\n , yytext) ; l
"== { printf(" %s\n , yytext) ; )
U! == { printf(" %s\n , yytext) ; }






























1* Eat Away *1 )
printf(" %s\n", yytext);
















1* ignore bad characters *1 }
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1* This function is used to ignore the comments in the program *1
1* It is called at the beginning of the comment, i, e., '1*' and * I





while ((c input()) ,= '*' && c != 0)
putchar(c);









# Shell script to compute the Volume metric of given C programs.
# This is derived from the HALSTEAD tool to compute the volume metric,
# which comes as part of the "Cmetrics" package available at archive of
# USENET newsgroup comp.software-eng at ftp site ftp.queensu.ca
# in the directory /pub/software-eng/software/Cmetrics
# It uses " s tripcom" and " s tripstr" available with the "Cmetrics"
# package to remove comments and strings from input C programs.
# N number of total tokens
# n = number of unique tokens
# temporary files Nand n in the '/tmp/' directory to store
# total tokens and unique tokens, respectively.
N=/tmp/$$.N
n=/tmp/$$.n
# temporary file to store intermediate output
vo13=/tmp/$$.vo13
# open temporary file vo13 for input and output
<>${vo13}
# trap on interrupt
trap '/bin/rm -f Sin) S(N] {vo13) exit I' 1 2 15
for file in $*
do
# strip comments and strings and write output to stdout
stripcom $(file) I stripstr 1\
filt > ${N)
sort -u ${N} > Sin}
wc -1 $ (n ) $ (N ) I \
awk '
BEGIN {
if ( I getline
printf ("No line count\n");
u tokens = $1;
if ( ! getline )




N * log (n)/10g(2);
(tokens) * (log(u_tokens)/10g(2));
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tot vall = 0;
tot u tokens 0;
tot tokens = 0;
while (getline)
{
tot voll = tot voll + $1;
tot u tokens = tot u tokens + $2;
tot tokens tot tokens + $3;
tot vol2 = (tot tokens) * (log(tot u tokens)/log(2));
prlntf("%.Of,%--:-Of,%.Of,%.Of\n", tot_vall, tot_u_tokens, tot_tokens,
tot_voI2);
)




















This routine extracts the number of symbol table entries from object










FILHDR fh; /* File header structure in COFF */
main (int argc, char *argv[])
/* If no. Of arguments is less than two, print error and exit */
if (argc < 2)
{
printf ("Usage: %s <obJect flle_name>\n", liST SIZEl");
exi t (1) ;
/* Open file specified as 2nd argument for reading
fd = fopen(argv[l), "r");




printf ("could not open %s\n", argv[I]);
exit(I);
/* Read the file header structure in the given input COFF file */
/* into fh. */
fread (&fh, sizeof(FILHDR), 1, fd);
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/* File header structure in a COFF file has f_nsyms
/* stores the number of symbols in Symbol Table
/* print the value of f_nsyms to stdout
printf ("Number of Symbols = %d\n", fh. f nsyms);



















II This routine extracts the number of symbol table entries of a given
II object file.
# It uses the "run" utility available on the Sequent machine running
# DYNIX/ptx. The "nm" utility dumps the symbol table of common object
II file.
# temporary file in the /tmp directory to store the intermediate output
temp=/tmp/$$.temp
II trap on interrupt
trap '/bin/rm -f $(temp)
for file in $*
do
exit I' 1 2 15
# dump the output of the 'nrn' in temp file
II -h flag removes header information
II -f flag dumps full output
II -T flag truncates the symbol name
nm -hfT $(file] > $[temp)
# Count no. of lines in temp file and print the output
II which is no. Of symbols in the symbol table




if ( ! get line
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